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H
aving visited the Albertina Museum in Vienna a couple of years ago and enjoyed seeing

the Klimt and Schiele works in the museum, I wasn’t in a rush to view the current

exhibition of their drawings from the Albertina collection at the Royal Academy. But when

I popped in for a quick visit, in between selecting The Artist prizewinner in the recent ROI

exhibition at the Mall Galleries (a stand-out work by young artist Fred Coppin, who will feature in a

later issue), and returning for the prize giving, I was extremely glad to have made the effort. If, like

me, you have been in two minds about visiting this exhibition, I can highly recommend it. It

represents the perfect opportunity to enjoy a brilliant display emphasising the critical importance of

drawing, with plenty to inspire and inform the practice of today’s artists.

I loved Schiele’s White Chrysanthemum, 1910, in which he used pencil, watercolour and white

gouache on brown packing paper, and seeing the example of one of his little pocket-sized

sketchbooks, which he used as an important part of his working process, although not necessarily

for observational drawing. Instead he used his sketchbooks to log and develop imaginary

compositional ideas, an approach encapsulated by his declaration in 1913 that ‘copying from nature

is of no consequence to me, because I paint better from memory than in front of a landscape’.

For both Schiele and Klimt, portraits constituted a significant part of their drawn oeuvre. Klimt’s

highly animated, quickly sketched preparatory drawings convey an elegant modernity, for example

his Study for Sanja Knips, 1897–8, using black chalk on brown packing paper, while Klimt’s Lady with

a Cape and Hat, 1897–98, reveals his mastery of subtle nuanced tones and textures achieved by fine

hatching of chalk strokes, conveying an air of solemnity and mystery. Wonderful. For me the

exhibition is worth a visit just to see this one magical, timeless gem of a drawing!

While Klimt had no interest in portraying himself, Schiele’s self-portraits are numerous and

experimental, showing him scrutinising himself in seemingly impossible contorted poses in front of

the mirrors in his studio. Both loved drawing the figure however, and are well known for their erotic

nudes; in 1918 Schiele wrote: ‘The figure is after all the most essential, and what gives me the

greatest satisfaction, the human body.’ You leave the exhibition in no doubt about the fundamental

importance of drawing for both artists, from their academic training to their unconventional

explorations of the human figure expressed through line, and with the sense that their highly

expressive drawing practices were ideal expressions of modernity.

Draughtsmanship of course underlines all successful figurative art and to celebrate the importance

of drawing as a purely autonomous artform in its own right, we are pleased to welcome back Adele

Wagstaff to our pages with the first in her new two-part focus on linear drawing techniques to

describe the structure and form of the head (pages 32 to 34). Plus there’s plenty more in this issue to

inspire artists painting all subject matter, in all media. When you feel you’ve completed your best

work, why not enter it into this year’s annual TALP Open Competition with the chance to see it

exhibited and win one of over 40 great prizes worth over £17,000? See pages 12 to 13 for full details.

from the editor
WELCOME
Want to comment on something you’ve read, or seen?
Email me at theartistletters@tapc.co.uk, or visit our website at www.painters-online.co.uk/forum

Best wishes
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THIS MONTH’S COVER 

Sally Bulgin Publishing Editor

Vivienne Cawson Blue Anemones in

Two Jugs, watercolour on Saunders

High White 300lb Rough, 121⁄2�121⁄2in

(32�32cm). See pages 38 to 41

Klimt/Schiele: Drawings from the Albertina Museum, Vienna, is on show in the Royal Academy Sackler

Wing Galleries until February 3 www.royalacademy.org.uk
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EDITORIAL CONSULTANTS
Ken Howard OBE, RA
studied at Hornsey School of Art and the

Royal College of Art. He is a member of

the NEAC, ROI, RWS, RWA and RBA. He

exhibits extensively and has won

numerous awards.

Jason Bowyer NEAC, RP, PS
studied at Camberwell School of Art and

the Royal Academy Schools. He is the

founder of the NEAC Drawing School and

exhibits his work widely.

David Curtis ROI, RSMA
has won many awards for his en plein air

and figurative paintings in both oils and

watercolours. He has had several books

published on his work as well as DVD

films, and exhibits his work extensively.

64 Lowry and the 
Pre-Raphaelites
Susie Hodge reviews an exhibition at

the Lowry Gallery, Salford, that

explores LS Lowry’s fascination with

the Pre-Raphaelites

67 Charles Williams’ musings
Drawing Arthur

78 Use apps to create great
content
Mark David Hatwood recommends

some apps that will facilitate your

social media posts 

PRACTICALS

23 The selective start
Richard Schmid shares the secrets of

his selective method of painting and

demonstrates a still life in oils

28 Express yourself in mixed
media
Soraya French shows you how to

use mixed media to create exciting,

colourful landscapes

32 Linear drawing techniques
In the first of two articles on drawing

the head, Adele Wagstaff looks at

how artists have traditionally used

line to make sketches, work out ideas

and produce more detailed

observations

CONTENTS
36 Watercolour – it’s all in the

wash
Herman Pekel shares his strategies for

beautiful, clean watercolour washes

38 Floral still lifes
Vivienne Cawson demonstrates how

to paint a still life of spring flowers in

watercolour, balancing bold patterns

with delicate forms 

42 Capture winter afternoons in
acrylic
Follow Paul Talbot-Greaves as he

adds interest to a winter scene in just

three easy steps

44 It’s all in the eyes
In the second part of her 10-part series

on how to draw and paint animals,

Ruth Buchanan looks at the different

shapes and demonstrates how to paint

life-like eyes

48 The limitations of a limited
palette
Paul Brown shares his findings from

having worked with a limited palette,

highlighting the additional colours he

has used with success  

52 Transparency, refraction and
reflection in oils
Learn from Maddine Insalaco’s tips

and advice as she demonstrates how

to paint transparent glass objects in

oils

56 A different perspective
Kevin Scully suggests trying some

unusual viewpoints for still lifes in

gouache 

59 Out in the landscape
Hester Berry demonstrates how to

capture the landscape in oils, working

alla-prima

FEATURES

14 Curiosities and
narratives
MASTERCLASS Professor

Christopher Orr MBE RA

discusses his approach and

working methods with Caroline

Saunders 

18 Portraits with beauty
and emotion
Susie Hodge talks to Melodie

Cook, winner of The Artist

Award in last year’s Pastel

Society exhibition, about her

pastel techniques

14

44

56
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l Discover more about design and composition by

painting unarranged everyday objects with Haidee-Jo

Summers

l Learn how to place and capture facial details

successfully in the third of Ruth Buchanan’s 10-part

series on drawing and painting animals  

l Try painting ‘one-stroke’ watercolours with advice and

guidance from Francesco Fontana

l Top tips from David Parfitt on how to achieve success

by accepting your ‘failures’, and how to choose

paintings to submit for exhibition
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And much more!  Don’t miss out: 
our March issue is on sale from January 25

NEXT MONTH
IN  

l Paint rocky landscapes in pastel with Cheryl Culver

l Mark David Hatwood explains how to use social

media to promote your work   

t IN CONVERSATION
Member of the Glasgow Society of

Women Artists Aileen Wrennall

reveals her approach and working

methods behind her brightly

coloured, decorative still-life

compositions in watercolour &

mixed media 

PLUS

COMPETITIONS, NEWS & OFFERS

PRACTICALS

FEATURES

u Follow Kathy Barker’s

demonstration and learn how

to achieve a portrait likeness

by focusing less on detail and

more on shape and values

PAINTERSONLINE

62 A challenge worth embracing
Jane Hope urges you to step outside your comfort zone

and paint unfamiliar subjects – for a whole year
also

plus

62

12 ENTER our TALP 2019 Open competition to win
one of more than 40 prizes worth over £17,000!

66 Review this month’s contributor video clips on
PaintersOnline

68 Subscribe to The Artist, save money, and enjoy
free delivery direct to your door

72 Save money on discounted practical art books
from our online bookshop

75 See your work published in The Artist and win
£50 worth of vouchers to spend on Jackson’s art
materials. Simply upload your work to our
PaintersOnline gallery for the opportunity to be
chosen for our monthly Editor’s Choice Award

77 Win ProColour paints in this month’s
PaintersOnline competition

JOIN OUR FRIENDLY ART COMMUNITY ON

7   The Art World 10  Your views 69  Opportunities   

70 Exhibitions 73 Art Books

Register today at 

www.painters-online.co.uk

l Create your own portfolio of artworks in our FREE
online gallery

l Give and receive comments, feedback and
constructive criticism

l Chat with other artists on a wide range of art-related
topics

l Connect with art tutors and art clubs

l Find details of art courses, art shops, galleries, framers
and more

l Be inspired by practical painting and drawing
demonstrations

l Enter our competitions with great prizes up for grabs

t NEW SERIES
In the first of 10 acrylic

landscape tutorials Jenny

Aitken demonstrates how

to paint from photos and

introduce a spark of life to

your paintings



Y
ou’ll be based in the north
of The Serengeti in a new
luxury tented camp

overlooking the famous Mara
River. This is a prime location
for seeing large herds of
wildebeest and zebra amassed on
the plains and crossing the Mara River
in September. There are plenty of lion, hyena,
elephant, giraffe, jackal, leopard and cheetah
in the area. This is a fantastic opportunity to
paint in one of the world’s best wildlife
hotspots with an experienced wildlife artist
and tutor who will help you capture the
colours and drama of wild Africa.    
Hazel Soan is an experienced wildlife artist

and excellent tutor. Her paintings reflect her
love of wild Africa and capture the dust and
heat of the plains and wildlife in action. Her

portraits are a splash of colour and
brilliantly portray the emotions of the
moment. This is a tutorial painting holiday
and Hazel will encourage and help you
paint the action from the safari vehicles,
with demonstrations or workshops back in

camp when the opportunity arises. 

Painting on safari
Game drives will be tailored specifically to
artists’ needs and finding the best places to
paint the wildlife each day. The camp is the
first in East Africa to have some electric
vehicles, which will be perfect for painting
wildlife up close. You’ll be painting from dawn
to dusk, with times of great activity when you
may only have time to do a quick sketch or
take pictures to work on later, and quieter
moments when you’ll be able to paint the

slow pace of life – perhaps sleeping lions,
grazing herds of gazelles, or the intimacy of a
family of elephants. The middle part of the day
will usually be spent back in camp and time
permitting this is when Hazel Soan will give
group workshop tutorials and demonstrations. 

•Number of students 8 to 12  

•MediumWatercolour, but all media 
are welcome

•Suitability Intermediate students  

•Price per person £7,795
•Single supplement £600

•Price includes scheduled international and
safari flights, one night in Arusha, nine nights
in a luxury safari camp, all meals, park fees,
safari activities, art tutor and UK travel escort 

The Artistmagazine has been offering overseas painting holidays since 1990 led by professional artists. These holidays are organised by fully licensed operator Spencer Scott Travel Services CAA ATOL 3471

FOR FULL DETAILS CONTACT 01825  714310 art@spencerscott.co.uk www.spencerscotttravel.com

PAINTING HOLIDAYartist

Other well-known artists leading our painting holidays in 2019 include Lucy Willis to The Holy Land, Richard Pikesley NEAC, RWS to Iceland, 
Peter Brown Hon PNEAC, ROI, RBA, PS, RP to Istanbul, Lachlan Goudie ROI to Petra, Haidee-Jo Summers ROI, ARSMA to Symi, and Hazel Soan to Venice.

1 –12
September

2019

Cheetah, watercolour by Hazel Soan

Dust Cloud, watercolour by Hazel Soan Dust Line, watercolour by Hazel SoanView of the Mara River from camp

The Serengeti is the largest intact ecosystem left on
earth. Its true boundaries are defined not by lines on
maps but by the seasonal movement of millions of
wildebeest, zebras and gazelles. They circle the great
grass plains and thorn thickets east of Lake Victoria,
following the rain and feeding on the succession of
plants it nourishes. Nowhere else can you observe the
daily activities of such a variety and volume of wildlife.Hazel Soan

DAWN TO DUSK TUTORIAL PAINTING SAFARI

in the Northern Serengeti 
with Hazel Soan Mara River Post Camp, The Serengeti
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NEWS, VIEWS, INFORMATION AND SPECIAL EVENTS IN THE ART WORLD
compiled by Jane Stroud

THE ARTWORLD

p Alfred Munnings Captain Prince Antoine

of Orleans and Braganza, 1918, oil on canvas,

193⁄4�24in (50.5�61cm)

Renowned as one of England’s finest

painters of horses, Alfred Munnings’

equine subjects will feature in a major

exhibition at the National Army

Museum, London, alongside his

impressionist portraits and pastoral

landscapes.  

Sir Alfred Munnings was

commissioned by the Canadian War

Memorials Fund, created by Lord

Beaverbrook, as an official war artist to

February  2019 7

Alfred Munnings: War Artist, 1918

is at the National Army Museum, Royal

Hospital Road, Chelsea, until March 3.

For information about the exhibition

and programme of public events, visit

www.nam.ac.uk/munnings

capture the fighting front and logistical

work behind the lines. The exhibition

brings together 41 original paintings by

Munnings shown together in England

for the first time since 1919. Justin

Maciejewski, director of the National

Army Museum comments: ‘These are

amongst the best work by the artist and,

exhibited together, they tell an

evocative story of service and sacrifice

by both soldiers and horses.’
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u Cyril Mann

Flowers, Book and

Fruit on Round Table,

1961, oil on board,

36�24in

(91.5�61cm) 

t Shirley Trevena Flowers and Fruit Against a Blue Curtain,

watercolour, 181⁄2�161⁄2in (47�42cm) 

Colour in
spring

l Important post-war painter and printmaker, Albert Irvin will be featured in

his first major retrospective exhibition at the Royal West of England Academy,

Bristol. Best-known for his large-scale abstract colourist paintings, the exhibition

will run alongside a 60th anniversary celebration of The New American

Painting, featuring work by American abstract artists, including Jackson Pollock

and Willem de Kooning. Albert Irvin and Abstract Expressionism is at the

RWA, Bristol, until March 3.

l Cyril Mann: Painter of Light and Shadow at The Lightbox, Woking, from

January 12 to March 31, celebrates the life and work of Cyril Mann, featuring

nudes, landscapes and still lifes. The gallery is situated just 25 minutes from

London Waterloo by train; www.thelightbox.org.uk

l Look out for new work by Andrew Macara at the Jonathan Cooper Gallery,

20 Park Walk, London SW10, from February 14 to March 2;

www.jonathancooper.co.uk

Popular artist and contributor to The Artist, Shirley Trevena

will be showing her latest work alongside three fellow

artists – Elaine Lokhandvala, Alison Sibley and Sarah

Mitchener – in the Barn Gallery at Patchings Art Centre,

Oxton Road, Calverton, Nottingham, from March 23 to May

6. The gallery is open daily, 9am to 5.30pm. For more

information telephone 0115 965 3479 or visit

www.patchingsartcentre.co.uk

t Albert Irvin

Kestrel, acrylic on

canvas,  84�120in

(213.5�305cm), on

show at the RWA

Galleries in Bristol 

p Andrew Macara Skimming Stones, oil on linen,

32�36in (81.5�91.5cm) 

picksART
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p Sheila Goodman Avon Meadows, pastel, 9�9in (23�23cm). Sheila writes about her work

for the July 2019 issue of The Artist

u Geoff Hunt Narrowboat Gardens, Little Venice, watercolour, 10�14in

(25.5�35.5cm). Look out for Geoff’s new series, ‘Out and about en plein

air with Geoff Hunt’, which starts in our April 2019 issue 

t John Stillman Sunshine Between Showers, Greenwich, oil, 

10�14in (25.5�35.5cm) 

All things
pastel
Coinciding with the annual Pastel Society exhibition

at the Mall Galleries, London, this spring (February 

5 to 16), the society has organised a number of

events. On Wednesday February 21, Sue Relph will

give a portrait demonstration, with two models, from

12 to 4.30pm. The president’s tour, with Jeannette

Hayes, takes place on Thursday February 22, 1 to

3pm, then on Saturday February 24, there will be

two demonstrations by members – the first from

11am to 1.30pm with David Brammeld – and the

second, from 2 to 4pm with Cheryl Culver. On

Tuesday February 27, visitors are invited to paint and

draw alongside members at the special Art Event

Evening, 6.30 to 8.30pm. Tickets are £10; £6

concessions. Finally, on Thursday March 1, 20 A-level

students will be given the opportunity to explore the

medium between 11am and 1pm. Many of these

events are free with entry; some require pre booking.

For full details go to the Pastel Society website at

www.thepastelsociety.org.uk

The River Thames will once again take the starring role in this

year’s annual exhibition by the Wapping Group of Artists, on

show at the Mall Galleries, this spring. Formed in 1947, initially to

record London’s dockyard, 25 intrepid members now paint

anywhere between Henley and the Thames estuary, meeting

every Wednesday from April until September, whatever the

weather. Chairman, Geoff Hunt, comments: ‘2018 was a very

interesting painting season during which we got to some

locations unusual even for the Wapping Group – both of the two

extreme eastern points of our range, Harwich and Margate, as well

as two locations more or less afloat, HQS Wellington (courtesy of

the Worshipful Company of Master Mariners) and Cadogan Pier

(courtesy of Cadogan Pier Limited).’ 

London and its river 

There will be an opportunity to meet some of the artists at

the gallery on February 25, when three members of the

group will demonstrate how they approach the same

subject in their own styles and media. No booking is

necessary and admission is free, from 5.30pm.

London and its River: The Wapping Group of Artists can

be seen at the Mall Galleries, London SW1, from February 25

to March 2. Open Monday to Friday, 10am to 5pm; Saturday

from 10am to 4pm. Telephone 020 7930 6844;

www.mallgalleries.org.uk. For more information about

the group visit www.thewappinggroupofartists.co.uk 
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Letters, emails and comments

YOUR
VIEWS

Subscribe at www.painters-online.co.uk or telephone 01580 763673
Become a fan on Facebook www.facebook.com/paintersonline
Follow us on Twitter @artpublishing

Email theartistletters@tapc.co.uk or write to The Editor,

The Artist, 63/65 High Street, Tenterden, Kent TN30 6BD

This month’s star letter writer will receive a £50 gift card, courtesy of

GreatArt, to spend on over 50,000 available products. Gift cards can

be redeemed in-store at GreatArt Shoreditch, 41-49 Kingsland Road,

London E2 8AG, telephone 08433 571 572, and online at

www.greatart.co.uk

Serendipitous gusts
In his reply to the star letter in the

December 2018 issue of The Artist Peter

Brown relates how his easel blew over in a

gust of wind whilst he went to his van. I

have experienced several such incidents

with my easel and in each one it was with a

painting that didn't seem to be going

anywhere. But on setting the easel and

painting back up and looking at the scrapes

and smudges in the wet paint I found

enough inspiration to carry on. In fact I have

wondered about deliberately pushing my

easel over whenever a painting seems to be

going nowhere!

Chris Balmont, by email

Long-awaited guide 
I was delighted to discover Tim Fisher’s book

Beginner’s Guide to Painting with Oil Pastels. I

have had oil pastels for many years, but

have never been able to master them

satisfactorily. The only books I have found

on the subject are American, and they are

not helpful, as they use the pastels in a

garish fashion. Tim’s book not only shows

how delicately they can be used, but he

takes you through each stage to achieve the

final painting. Many, many thanks to Tim for

his excellent book, which is long overdue.

Audrey Matthews, by email

Tim Fisher’s book can be purchased from our

online bookshop, go to www.painters-

online.co.uk/store and click on the link to

books. Ed

Aspiring young artist
I so agree with Liz Hayward (Your views,

November 2018 issue) about encouraging

grandchildren to paint. I gave mine proper

brushes, paints and paper and they loved it.

My grandson is now at grammar school and

I am learning from him. A recent homework

was to paint a scene from a photograph he

had taken, which he had to paint in the style

of a famous artist of his choice. He chose

Monet, and his photograph was of Beachy

Head, in Sussex.

Judy Palmer, South Yorkshire

Golden ending
Readers may remember Mary Fennah’s plea

for a tube of quinacridone gold PO490 

(Your views, December 2018 issue). John

Jarratt offered his remaining supply,

prompting Mary to make a donation to the

British Legion Poppy Appeal. What lovely

generous readers we have – thank you, Mary

and John! Ed

Acrylics ‘the watercolour way’

In his articles on using acrylics ‘the watercolour way’ (The Artist August and

September 2018 issues) Barry Herniman revealed the techniques he uses to paint

with fluid washes, watercolour-style on gessoed canvas support. He talks about

diluting acrylics with water to fluid consistency, and I am just wondering what he

thinks about keeping the 30 per cent water-to-acrylics ratio recommended by

most manufacturers of acrylics, except Golden. When I attended Golden's

workshop in my city I asked about it because the demonstrator was talking about

‘safe’ 50/50 water to heavy body acrylics proportions, and saying that Golden's

polymer binder is such a good quality that there will be no problem with paint

with up to 50 per cent water content adhering to the surface. Other

recommendations say that if acrylics are painted watercolour-style on canvas the

surface should be pre-treated with either watercolour ground medium or other

acrylic mediums that have absorbent qualities.   

From literature, the concern about diluting acrylics too much does not apply to

absorbent papers or canvas grounds because the excess of water would be

absorbed. When I began painting with acrylics and knew nothing about them (I

used student-grade paints), I had issues with paint adhering to canvas surfaces.

When dusting, there would be a trace of colours left on the dusting cloth. It's been

over three years since my very first acrylic attempts and I keep a few of these

paintings on my craft room walls and nothing bad can visually be noticed.

However, I suspect that if I rubbed them a bit harder than dusting, the paint would

probably come off. Again, this was when I had no clue about ‘safe’ water-to-acrylic

ratios and used cheap paints, so maybe a word of caution would be good for

beginner artists who are not familiar with acrylics?’

Jola Kedra, by email

Barry Herniman replies: ‘When I was first introduced to acrylics I used them in an

illustrative capacity and mixed them with the different mediums. Once I was into

watercolours I really didn’t like using them, finding them rather ‘slimey’ and thick and

also too quick drying.

‘Atelier acrylics changed all that as I found that I could reduce the paint down, using

water, to a watercolour consistency and was able to produce paintings using all my

watercolour methods. Like you I too had been made aware of all the dilution factors

when using water but after producing some rather exciting paintings using the

‘watercolour method’ I was hooked. As for board/canvas preparation I just use white

gesso applied in three layers and then paint straight onto that. Since those articles I

have been given some Schmincke PRIMAcryl acrylics to try with the watercolour

method, and so far they reduce down beautifully and simply flow onto the surface, so

please watch out for future articles on this subject.

‘I hasten to add that this is only my way of using acrylics, that it works for me and I

am pleased with the results. I therefore cannot give you any ‘safe’ dilution ratios. I would,

though, recommend using good artist-quality acrylics (cheap ones just don’t work) and try

out some mixes for yourself to see how they work for you.

‘I hope this reply is of some help and that you enjoy your acrylics the watercolour way.’

XX STAR LETTER
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Call us on: 0203 287 7140 

Watercolour  •  Oil painting  •  Oil & Acrylic  •  Specialist courses

www.artinthealgarve.com

info@artinthealgarve.com

ART IN THE ALGARVE
Watercolour  •  Oil painting  •  Oil & Acrylic  •  Specialist courses

•  Locations: Tuscany, Umbria, Lake Garda (including 

Verona Opera), Sicily, Florence, Venice.

•  Fully organised holidays including airport transfers, 

tuition, excellent accommodation, dinners/lunches with 

wine and excursions. 

•  Professional tutors teaching all levels of  ability and in all 

media. Equipment provided.

•  Cooking lessons and other activities available for 

non-painting partners.

•  Perfect holiday for solo travellers.

•  All guests occupy a comfortable double room (no sharing) 

with en-suite facilities. No single supplement charged.

“Excellent sums it up. This was one of  my 

best ever holidays. The painting tuition was 

fantastic. Thank you for organising every 

detail. It was splendid...!” - Sicily

Painting In Italy

paintinginitaly.com • Freephone: 0808 1185 729 • Email: info@paintinginitaly.com
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artist

we are looking for the best two-dimensional works in any media
including drawings, paintings, printmaking and digital artwork from
amateur painters in the Leisure Painter category, and from more
experienced and professional artists in The Artist category. Up to 140
selected works from each category will be exhibited at Patchings Art
Centre in two separate galleries, opening on the first day of the 2019
Patchings Festival of Art, Craft & design on July 11 until August 11, 2019

£5,000 Purchase Prize Award 
selected by guest judge Lachlan Goudie roi

for a work up to the value of £5,000
www.painters-online.co.uk    

£1,700             exhibition Awards
Up to 10 selected artists from the 2019 
The Artist’s category will be awarded a
mixed exhibition at Patchings Art Centre in
2020, worth £1,700
www.patchingsartcentre.co.uk

highly Commended Award 
A subscription worth £100 
www.painters-online.co.uk

£600 Batsford Awards
Four prizes of batsford art books to the
value of £150 each
www.batsford.com 

£500 Caran d’Ache/Jakar Awards
Two prizes of £250 worth of art materials
www.jakar.co.uk

£500 Clairefontaine Awards
Two prizes of £250 worth of art products
selected from the Clairefontaine Graphic &
Fine Art range   
www.clairefontaine.com 

£850 Daler-rowney Awards
Five sets of materials to the total value of £850
www.daler-rowney.com  

£500 GreatArt Awards
Two prizes of £250 worth of art materials
from the UK’s largest art materials’ supplier
www.greatart.co.uk 

artist

artist

artist

£1,800 the harbour Gallery 
Award
one year’s representation by The harbour
Gallery, Cornwall 
www.theharbourgallery.co.uk  

£2,600 Award
one prize of a showcase feature on 
a selected artist in Leisure Painter
magazine
www.painters-online.co.uk

highly Commended
Award
A subscription worth £100   
www.painters-online.co.uk
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TALP
OPEN CALL For

JUdGes
sally Bulgin,
editor The Artist

David Curtis roi, rsMA

Guest judge 
Lachlan Goudie roi

ingrid Lyon, 
editor Leisure Painter

John sprakes roi, rBA, MAFA

Liz wood,
artist and co-owner of 
Patchings Art Centre

WINSTON OH

wiTh ThAnKs To oUr AwArd sPonsors
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wiN!
over 40 prizes 

to be won 
worth over 
£17,000!

over 40 individual Prizes worth over £17,000 will be awarded to selected artists including:

2018 The ArTisT exhibiTion AwArd
Peter Burgess Green Marble with Jug and Bowl, 
oil, 121⁄4x101⁄2in. (31x27cm)



£450 Patchings Award 
A gift voucher worth £450 to be 
used at Patchings Art Centre in
nottinghamshire
www.patchingsartcentre.co.uk 

£600 Premium Art Brands Awards
one prize of daniel smith watercolours
worth £350 and one prize of Pan Pastels
worth £250   
www.premiumartbrands.com

£300 ProArte Awards
Two prizes of brushes to the value of
£150 each 
www.proarte.co.uk

£300 royal talens Awards 
Two prizes of £150 worth of art 
materials
www.royaltalens.com    

£600 st Cuthberts Mill Awards
Three prizes of £200 worth of
watercolour paper
www.stcuthbertsmill.com

£400 winston oh Award
A painting course worth up to £400 of
your choice, provided by winston oh
www.winstonoh.com

PLUs People’s Choice Awards

in partnership with Patchings Art Centre

eNtries the competition is open to artists worldwide. 
two-dimensional artwork in any media, including
drawing, painting, printmaking and creative digital
artwork is welcome. Only original work completed
within the last two years will be considered and
paintings based on reference photographs must
have been taken by the artist or used with the
permission of the photographer. Photography,
except where incorporated into collage, is not
acceptable.

1 the entry fee of £18 covers up to tHrEE entries of 
two-dimensional works in any media. to give more
amateur artists the chance to exhibit, just OnE
work per entrant will be accepted for exhibition in
the Leisure Painter category. Please ensure you
enter the correct category. Artists can enter either
The Artist category Or the Leisure Painter category -
nOt both. the Leisure Painter category is for
amateur painters and The Artist category for more
experienced and professional artists.

2 no entry should be larger than 120x150cm 
WHEn FrAMED (canvases do not need to be
framed).

3 tO EntEr upload digital iles of your image(s) via
our website at www.painters-online.co.uk clicking
through the links entitled tALPOpen2019. Closing
date for entries is 12 noon on Friday, April 12, 2019.
Upload digital iles of the images you wish to enter
and pay your entry fee using our secure server.

4 Entries will be judged after April 12, 2019 and
selected works called for exhibition. these must be
framed (canvases excepted) ready for exhibition
from July 11 to August 11, 2019 at Patchings Art
Centre. ALL works entered MUSt be available for
exhibition.

5 Successful entrants will be notiied by mid-May
about delivering their work between June 14 and
June 30, 2019 to Patchings Art Centre,
nottinghamshire.

6 All care will be taken with entries but no
responsibility can be accepted for loss or damage
in transit, incoming or outgoing, whilst on the
competition premises or during the exhibition.
Originals selected and submitted for inal
exhibition must be fully insured by the artist and
left with the organisers throughout the exhibition.

7 All entries must be original. Submission of entry
in this competition automatically constitutes
acceptance of all the competition rules and
agreement to allow The Artist and/or Leisure Painter
to publish, republish and repurpose entries in print
and digital formats including but not limited to
magazines, promotion materials, websites,
databases and as part of downloadable digital
products.

8 By entering the competition, entrants agree to be
bound by the conditions of entry.

ALL eNtrANts 
will receive a complimentary
one-day entry ticket to the

Patchings Festival of 
Art, Craft & design, 

worth £10

how to eNter 

           

EntEr
online at

www.painters-online.co.uk

Closing date for entries

April 12,

2019

2018 dALer-rowney AwArd
eilidh smith Ready for a Ceilidh, 
acrylic, 223⁄4x271⁄4in. (58x69cm

2018 ProArTe AwArd
Benjamin hassan Flora, 
oil, 213⁄4x18in. (55x46cm)

2018 The ArTisT PUrChAse Prize
hilary Carr Wonder, 
oil, 191⁄4x17in. (48x43cm)
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B
est known as a printmaker,
Chris Orr cites drawing as the
key to his art. ‘Drawing is the
basis of everything to the artist;

it is like practising scales to a musician.
Ignore drawing at your peril.’ A
narrative artist and a natural
complicator, his images present a web
of curiosities composed of a mixture of
metaphors, references, allusions, jokes
and descriptions. Michael Palin
describes him as ‘creating order out of
chaos’ but he says, ‘Chris can equally,
like the quiet satirist he is, create chaos
out of order.’
In a career of over 40 years, Chris has

exhibited worldwide and published
over 400 limited-edition prints in
lithography, etching, silkscreen and
relief. He has made prints in

as through looking at the work of other
artists. ‘The style is the messenger and
should be straightforward and
readable. The grammar, vocabulary and
syntax of my visual output aim, like
good writing, at being accessible and
clear.’
A cast of characters, artefacts and

symbols are introduced through his
drawings, which appear against fictional
and real backdrops. Objects have
haunted many of his productions like
props brought out for another chance.
His classic one-bar electric fire
(probably now illegal on safety

www.painters-online.co.ukFebruary 2019artist

Caroline Saunders talks to Professor Chris Orr MBE RA about his
complicated compositions rich in content, colour and humour

Curiosities and narratives

professional workshops in Aberdeen,
Paris, Berlin, Bristol and Dallas.
‘Despite being useless at academic
subjects and sport at school I had an
excellent art teacher and was
encouraged and supported to go to
Beckenham School of Art. From that
flowed my career as an artist and
teacher.’ Since 1976 he has published
nine books. His election as a Royal
Academician led to further
opportunities, such as reaching a large
audience through the Summer
Exhibition. Taking an active part in the
governance of the Royal Academy, he
has most recently served as treasurer.

Narrative style
Chris Orr’s style has been formed
through experiments of his own as well

q A Case of Zoomania Involving Leonora
Carrington, watercolour and pencil on paper,
153⁄4�233⁄4in (40�60cm)

M A S T E R C L A S S
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grounds) has graced the studio of

Sickert and been spotted in a boat with

Hokusai. ‘My trademark cricket bat (and

I don't even like cricket) appears in

very many, but not all, of my pictures.

‘In my narratives, characters have

reappeared like well-known actors

playing different or only slightly

different roles. There are tropes in my

work that in one form or another

frequently re-surface, but I hope to

avoid doing the same picture again and

again. Alas, it may be true that we all

have only one big idea in us, and

everything we do is a version to a

lesser or greater degree of success of

that one idea.’ 

Intuitive approach

Chris gets inspiration from looking at

the world around him. He reads and

travels a lot. ‘Listening and observing is

a matter of being open minded. Ideas

occur to me in the most unlikely places

and from unexpected directions.

Overheard phone calls on buses and

trains are a case in point. Visually, the

complex world that is being constantly

built and rebuilt in cities suggests

many ideas. I get very little stimulation

from the countryside, but I love nature.

Of course there are times when

everything is a blank or a dead end,

but usually that is a necessary prelude

to a burst of activity.

‘Painting is not a solution to

problems. It is the problem. Of course

art has therapeutic value for many

people, but the art produced in the

process may not be of value in itself.

The technical problems involved in

picture making have a habit of shifting.

No sooner do you solve one thing than

another difficulty arises.’

Chris starts with the gestation of

ideas. His drawing books are jammed

with notes and preliminary drawings.

‘Ninety per cent of my thoughts and

notes never come to fruition, and of the

ten per cent that do go further quite a

few are disastrous. There is a very high

attrition rate. Spontaneity is when I am

working well – that may be quickly, or it

may be painfully slow. Spontaneity is

by its very nature unpredictable.’ 

With a free-ranging and inventive

approach, the choice of materials and

substrate evolve from the project. Chris

uses a vast collection of painting and

drawing materials and drawers full of

different handmade and interesting

paper. ‘Sometimes a material or a

paper may be a very willing partner in a

project. This may then suggest other

www.painters-online.co.uk February 2019 15artist

tt

p Vincent’s Battle with Colour,watercolour

and pencil on paper, 153⁄4�233⁄4in (40�60cm)

sympathetic materials. If the work is to

be printed there is a lot of planning

and preparation as well as

considerations as to whether to publish

as an edition and the likely response. 

‘I work in all the traditional print

media of which I have a good working

knowledge. There is certainly an

interaction between the practice of

printmaking and painting. I think I turn

on a different approach when I am

working in different media. Printmaking

allows lots of trials and experiments

whilst keeping the central notion intact.

Revision and radical changes are not so

easy in a painting. Better probably to

begin again. Sometimes a print idea

will spawn a unique piece and vice

versa.’ 

While Chris has learnt a range of skills

he is keen to explore new approaches.

‘When I spent some time in China and

Japan recently I acquired a new passion

for drawing with the brush and seeing a

close affinity between drawing and

writing. In the making of a work I am

open to developments. The picture

itself talks back, intimating solutions.

‘In my narratives, characters have reappeared like well-known actors
playing different or only slightly different roles’
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Most recently, my collection of

Miserable Artists pictures have

suggested techniques. Sickert suggests

a range of penumbral browns and

ochre.’

Working preferences
A good paper is used that doesn't need

to be stretched. The hand-made papers

of which he is most fond are Saunders

Waterford, Somerset tub sized and

Arches. Chris has a drawer full of

watercolours, gouache and acrylic

paints plus probably over 100 coloured

pencils. Another drawer has graphite,

boxes and boxes of soft pencils, oil

crayons and wax. ‘Of course there are

favourite colours, I love Naples yellow

and delft blue, but part of the joy and

effect of painting is the subtle

contamination of one colour with

another, just as in the real world all

colours are conditioned by those they

are adjacent to and reflected on.

Printmaking demands colour strategy as

successive overprinting modifies the

first colours. Black is my most useful

colour and if I were to be castaway on a

desert island with only one colour to

use, it would have to be black.’

There are huge variations on the time

it takes Chris to complete a work. He

often returns to paintings years after

MASTERC LASS

www.painters-online.co.ukFebruary 2019artist

p Mr and Mrs Hopper at Work (detail), watercolour on paper, 153⁄4�233⁄4in (40�60cm)



beginning. Print projects can stall and

lay dormant for a few years before

being taken up again. He can work to a

deadline, but also spend an age

altering and revising. Most of Chris’s

work goes to domestic settings but

occasionally he works on a much more

public scale, such as his piece for the

A&E department at St Mary's Hospital,

Paddington. Working en plein air at a

large scale presents particular

difficulties to do with control, especially

if there are problematic weather

conditions.

Early influences
As a child Chris was inspired by

children’s books and illustrations.

‘When I was very young my first book, A

Blackie Won't Tear Book, was called

Farm Friends. I still have the battered

copy. From that I graduated through all

the usual suspects from Winnie the Pooh

to Arthur Ransome, always with as much

concern for the illustrations as the text.

In my teenage years Ronald Searle was

a hero first with his Molesworth books

then his wonderful ‘Rake's Progress’

series, especially The Artist, who

progresses from great hope to despair

via the Royal Academy. The original

artwork is in the British Museum

collection. Only relatively recently did I

discover Searle's heart-rending

drawings produced in a Japanese

prisoner-of war-camp.

‘In the 1951 Festival of Britain

Exhibition in London I saw a painting

by Hogarth of a man having his leg

amputated with a hand saw. It petrified

me. I had no concept of satire. My first

visits to galleries like the Tate and the

National led me to a child-like

conclusion that there were two kinds of

art: traditional art (I liked the Pre-

Raphaelites) and modern art (I

distinctly remember a painting by

Leger). It wasn't until I went to art

school and was exposed to a wide

range of painting (mostly through

rather bad reproductions) that I began

to sort it out.’ 

His most recent project ‘The Miserable

Lives of Fabulous Artists’ investigates

further the range of his tastes and

preferences in the world of the visual

arts. He spent three years on this

project, the ideas behind the work

being the key matter. Pleasingly the

paintings have been very successfully

exhibited and most of them have sold. 

www.painters-online.co.uk February 2019 17artist

Christopher Orr MBE, RA
studied at Ravensbourne and Hornsey

Colleges of Art and graduated from the

Royal College of Art with an MA in

printmaking. He is a fellow of the Royal

College of Art, a fellow of the Royal

Society of Painter Printmakers and a

Royal Academician. He has taught at

Cardiff College of Art, Central St Martins,

London, Ruskin School of Drawing in

Oxford and at the Royal College of Art,

London, where he became Professor and

Head of the Printmaking Department

from 1998 to 2008. He was made

Professor Emeritus in 2008. Chris Orr was

awarded MBE in 2008 and made a Senior

Fellow of the Royal College. His work is in

the collection of the Victoria & Albert

Museum, Government Art Collection,

Arts Council of Great Britain, National

Portrait Gallery, Royal Academy of Arts,

Museum of London, Science Museum,

and the Tate Gallery. 

www.chrisorr-ra.com

p The Fauves Picnic, watercolour and acrylic on paper, 153⁄4�233⁄4in (40�60cm)

TA

Watch Chris Orr talk about artwork inspired

by a trip to New York:

https://painte.rs/2DH1tH9
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or draw in the fine art sense for 20

years after leaving school. ‘Towards the

end of my career, I attended regular life

drawing, painting, printing and

sculpture at Scuola Internazionale di

Grafica in Venice. When I returned to

the UK I did a full-time three-year

course in Fine Art including sculpture at

the Art Academy in London.’ She also

recalls the grounding in fine art she

received early on: ‘I was very lucky to

have a fantastic art teacher at school

who taught drawing the academic way,

and gave me an excellent foundation

which I still refer to.’

Use of pastels
‘I first started using pastels during my

fine art studies, as I feel I can achieve

just as much with pastels as with paint.

I love the physicality and intimacy of

pastels – my fingers are my paintbrush.

The range of colours and textures that

can be created are wonderful. I keep a

supply of both hard and soft pastels, as

well as pastel pencils, graphite, Conté

and charcoal. My portraits sometimes

include all of the above, but mainly soft

pastels. My preferred brands are Henri

Roché, Unison and Sennelier for soft

pastels, and Faber-Castell and Conté à

Paris for pastel pencils.

‘I occasionally draw portraits on paper,

but after some experimentation, I

currently use museum-quality extra-

thick conservation mountboard. I create

my own textured surface on this using

an old decorator’s paintbrush and white

wall paint, followed by a layer of pastel

ground (I like Schmincke and Golden);

this is not only necessary to hold layers

of pastel but can give great movement

and life to a drawing. A smooth 'finish'

for me is achieved with drawing

technique and not with an actual

smooth surface.'

I N  CONVERSAT ION

www.painters-online.co.ukFebruary 2019artist

Melodie Cook, winner of The Artist Award in last year’s Pastel Society annual
exhibition, talks to Susie Hodge about her large-scale pastel portraits

Portraits with beauty
and emotion

E
ven during her successful

fashion career, Melodie Cook

always wanted to be an artist,

and once she had made the

decision to pursue it, she did not look

back, ‘although from a financial point of

view it was a difficult decision!’ In 1977,

Melodie went to Italy for three weeks.

She remained for 27 years, creating for

the fashion industry, and did not paint

t Red Monocle, pastel on paper, 391⁄2�391⁄2in

(100�100cm).  

‘A self-portrait wearing a monocle, studying

the ageing me in close up. This was the first

work I submitted to the Pastel Society Open

Exhibition and I was delighted when they not

only accepted this and another work, but it

also won the Conté à Paris Award.’



Passion for people
‘I have tremendous passion for faces –

the human figure and people and

portraits make up 95 per cent of my

work. I generally make a study from life

as part of the preparations, but

sometimes continue to build on that

original drawing and take it to a

finished piece. I often have a

composition in mind when I begin to

work on a portrait, but I like to leave

room for the unexpected, which can

completely change that original idea.

The composition depends on the

statement I'm trying to make about the

person I'm portraying. I do have a

predilection for no background, which

keeps the attention on the subject.

‘My main challenge is to achieve a

genuine level of emotion, in order to

properly engage the viewer. It's very

important in my portraiture to convey

the emotional and physical presence of

the person portrayed. If I want a true

likeness this is also a real challenge as

it really is a question of millimetres! I

might redraw an entire area two or

three times if I'm not happy. Having

www.painters-online.co.uk February 2019 19artist

p Tweedy in Centaur Costume, Giffords

Circus, pastel on board, 59�471⁄4in

(150�120cm).

‘Tweedy is a well-known performer and has

worked with Giffords for a long time. It was

essential for me to give him an important

place in the series and this portrait needed to

be big! This is the only one with a semblance

of background, which helped the

composition and to convey the theatricality

of the image. The Pastel Society gave it their

Non-Members Catalogue Award in 2016.’
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said that, I also want the challenge of

not making a work of photorealism – I

want the viewer to see marks, dots and

dashes made by drawing.’

Making the image work
‘I always consider light and colour very

carefully. Light is absolutely

fundamental; it can transform the mood

of the drawing, and colour can be used

to great and unexpected effect, such as

in my all-red self-portrait Red Monocle

(page 18). I have no qualms in changing

the colour of something if it makes the

overall image work better.

www.painters-online.co.ukFebruary 2019artist

‘It depends on the subject, but I have

found making an original underdrawing

in ink and bleach can lead to some

interesting finishes. Sometimes I will go

straight in alla-prima and make a drawing

– working it over and over until I get a

result, good or bad. But if I am intent

on an accurate likeness I generally do a

great deal of preparation, which

includes sketches, photography and

grids. I use a lot of layering and

blending but also intervene with marks

of pure and unexpected colour, which

can help take the drawing to another

level. I use latex 'finger cots' over vinyl

p Sam at 19, pastel on board, 33�231⁄2in (84�60cm).

‘The last of the portraits of Sam. His incredibly expressive face and intense gaze is just

wonderful to draw. I was thrilled to receive The Artist Award for it at the Pastel Society in 2018.’

gloves. I began using these originally to

protect my skin from the pastel dust

but they are excellent for blending, as

well as protecting my fingertips. I have

always preferred working on a large

scale. The smallest I can work on is A1

(84�59.4cm), which still enables the

portrait to be larger than life; 100cm

square is a great size for a face.’

Emotionally involving
‘I usually work on one portrait at a time

as they are so big and emotionally

involving. I need to concentrate on that

person. Each takes approximately four

to six weeks. If I'm making an accurate

likeness portrait, after the initial

preparation with sketches, photography

and grids, I will make a light but

detailed drawing with a pastel pencil,

usually terracotta or a dark pink tone.

As I go, I might blend specific areas to

build and sculpt the face to get a

feeling of the bone structure, folds of

skin and so on.

‘I work standing at the easel, from top

to bottom (falling pastel dust will ruin

anything below) although I'll often have

to finish certain strands of the hair last

because it will need to be on top of the

background colour. I work from light to

dark – the dark areas will be built up

very carefully later on to avoid any

muddiness. If that happens, I remove it

and start again. I use a black eraser for

this.

‘I then begin to block in and blend

areas of light and colour (no darks at

this point) around the eyes and nose. I

usually bring these to a high level of

completion before travelling down and

across the face to the neck and

shoulders, and any clothing. The

background will be the final area to

cover – for instance, in the ‘Circus

Drawn’ series, which has deep black

backgrounds, I applied a terracotta or

sepia wash over the required area at

the initial light drawing stage. After that

I lay the whole drawing flat to apply the

black pastel. I try to keep a wide range

of different marks and dots evident and

I like to leave small areas underworked

too. 

‘Sometimes it's a fight to stand back

and leave a picture alone, but

underdrawn is definitely better than

overworked. That's why sometimes I

will completely erase a meticulously

worked area because it's just not

working. I'm always working at

developing my style. It never stops

evolving and I'd be worried if it did.

The more I draw, the more I evolve. A

particular sitter can have a great

influence on my style; this is



particularly evident in Nancy Trotter

Landry and Bobby (right) and the

subsequent series ‘The Circus Drawn.’

Commissions, competitions
and exhibitions
‘The freedom to work for myself and

choose who I want to portray is

fantastic, but as far as discipline and

focus are concerned, there is no

difference to me whether or not a

portrait is a commission. To date I have

only submitted work to open

exhibitions – for example to the Pastel

Society – with the ultimate goal of

becoming a member, and to the Royal

Society of Portrait Painters. The large

scale of my works and the costs

involved in framing and transport

means I can only usually produce

enough for one or two exhibitions a

year. It's always an exciting challenge

rather than restricting, if rather nerve-

racking sometimes. The publicity

always outweighs any restraints though

because it's a long hard haul to success

as an artist!

‘I constantly look at and admire many

contemporary and past painters of

people. Those that spring to mind

include Lucian Freud, Jenny Saville,

Antonio Garcia Lopez and Golucho.

Also, Andrew James, Robin Lee Hall

and Brendan Kelly, who were my tutors

at college, are all hugely talented

artists, and are still a great source of

inspiration and influence.’

www.painters-online.co.uk February 2019 21artist

Melodie Cook
worked with some of Italy's major

brands, including Stefanel, Benetton,

Replay and La Perla before setting up

her studio and creating collections and

illustrations for editorials and children's

books, stationery, ceramics and glass.

After returning to the UK she studied

fine art at the Art Academy in London.

Melodie is currently working on a series

of portraits to exhibit this year.

http://melodiecook.co.uk

u Nancy Trotter Landry and Bobby, Giffords

Circus, pastel on board, 351⁄2�271⁄2in

(90�70cm).

‘This was the first portrait of the series ‘The

Circus Drawn’. It won the Faber-Castell Award

at the Pastel Society exhibition in 2015.

Giffords Circus allowed me to go backstage to

make some portraits of their performers for

two seasons running. Nancy was particularly

gracious and understood what I was trying to

achieve. This first portrait became an iconic

image for me and is still one of my favourite

pieces.’

Sam
Melodie's haunting portrait, Sam at 19

(left), won The Artist Award at the Pastel

Society exhibition in 2018. ‘Sam is an

art student and a friend of my niece. 

I saw photos of him on her social media

page and asked to meet him. Happily

he accepted to sit for me and I spent

some time with him to gather material. 

I was immediately captivated by his

obvious and profound sensitivity.

Hence he was very comfortable with

the pose suggested for this and for the

other portraits I made of him. I worked

on Sam at 19 for four or five weeks.

‘I have just completed a large portrait

of a female subject that I am very

excited about and will be developing a

series based on that for next year. This

spring I hope to re-launch my regular

drawing workshops, 'Exploring

Drawing'.’ 

‘Sometimes it's a
fight to stand back
and leave a picture
alone, but
underdrawn is
definitely better
than overworked’ 

TA
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painting all adjoining shapes. I build

my picture in this way, from a single

accurate point, painting outward from

the centre until I have the painting I

want before me. Afterwards, it is a

matter of pulling the whole thing

together, softening edges here and

there, scrutinizing for drawing errors,

eliminating unnecessary value changes

and checking the overall design for

simplicity – then I’m done.
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The selective start

T
he selective start is a method of

painting evolved as my painting

skills developed. It is about

going from the parts to the

whole. I call it selective because

typically I select a small part of my

subject, finish it, select the adjoining

part, finish that, and so on. I know it

sounds a little nuts, but with the right

subject and circumstances, it works. 

It made sense that if I could see

colours and shapes well enough to

correct them, I could also get it right

first time and thus eliminate the

almost-right stage! All I had to do was

be very exacting about how I looked at

my subject and then equally fastidious

and patient about what went onto my

canvas. And I must have a very clear

image in my mind, a sort of conceptual

block-in, to guide my steps. 

So whenever it is possible (and many

times it is not) I try to paint each little

shape on my subject as carefully as I

can from the start. I do it in as finished

a way as possible and I use each

correct colour shape to guide me in tt

Still-life subjects are ideal for

developing skills for this kind of

painting. A still life never has to take a

break, or get home to make supper.

Occasionally flowers will wilt, but there

are ways around that. Still life allows

you to take your time and do things

right. You are always in charge. You get

to decide what to paint, and how you

wish to arrange and light it. It is always

there for you. 

p Pansies, oil on canvas, 12�24in (30.5�61cm).

I began by covering my canvas with a cool turpentine wash of transparent oxide brown and

cobalt blue, varying the application. Before it was entirely dry, I added the dark across the top,

and the brown tone in the centre. With only minimum preparation I went into what I call my

finishing mode, and painted to completion three of the group of the larger pansy blossoms.

Note that those flowers, plus the three smaller yellow petals, and all of the leaves and blossoms

remained untouched in the finished painting. Little remained to be done to bring my

composition to a finished painting. The strength of accurate drawing, and the full range of

values and colours rendered from the very first brushstrokes, produces a joyfully satisfying

statement right away. Paintings like these almost seem to talk to me in the sense that each

portion, large or small, that I finish completely is in fact telling me not only what to do next, but

what size, shape, and colour the following parts need to be. This is largely because the correct

work already in place gives me a reliable source of information from which to compare

everything else to come

Richard Schmid reveals the secrets of his selective method
of painting and demonstrates a still life in oils 
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p Lily Sketch, oil on canvas, 8�16in

(20.5�40.5cm).

I painted this study as a quick little

demonstration for my friend, the artist

Stephanie Birdsall. After finishing one flower

painting that morning in our studio gardens

with our Putney Painters group, I made a

comment that the key to painting flowers is

to apply simple, bold brushwork, using, as

much as possible, only white and colours as

pure as they come from the tube, avoiding all

unnecessary messing around with the clean,

one-stroke brush and palette knife

applications made at the start. And so, as

DEMONSTRATION Orchid For this work, I envisioned an Oriental look for my painting, like that of perhaps a

Japanese or Chinese screen rendering. It was almost completed at one of our regular

Putney Painter sessions. Minor finishing touches were done in my studio

My set up
This photo shows the subject

on the far right, my painting on

the left, and the cane I use to

steady my hand hooked over

the back of the picture. Note

how I was not simply painting

everything before me, but

rather selecting from the set up

to create a highly designed

version of it. This was the first

time I had ever painted an

orchid. I knew even at this stage

that I would be able to capture

far more than any camera,

because the technique of

wiping away paint to create my

image is a product of my

imagination (for which there is

no button on a camera)

these situations always go, it was easier to

show my friends what I meant rather than try

to describe it in words. 

A selective start was the perfect way to

make my point. After a quick toning of the

canvas with a bit of transparent oxide red and

viridian, and six or eight bold semi-

transparent brown and green strokes for a

background, I was ready for the real

demonstration. It wasn’t much. I did the few

slashes of various greens for the leaves very

slowly. Then came a half-dozen pure

cadmium yellow strokes for the sunlight on

the lily blossoms, some cadmium yellow and

viridian for the lilies’ shadows, then a bit of

cadmium orange, cadmium red, and terra

rosa for the partially open lilies. I topped it off

with four small palette knife dabs of cobalt

violet genuine. In all truth, it was pretty easy

because I had painted the same group of

lilies earlier, so I had in effect worked out any

problems. The real key though was knowing

exactly what I wanted to get across to my

companions, and then working very slowly

and carefully, explaining my thinking and

method before entering each stage of the

process
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u STAGE ONE
The evening before, I prepared my canvas

with a transparent tone to simulate the silken

look I was after for my background – a

mixture of transparent oxide brown and

viridian thinned with Meyer medium and

pure spirits of turpentine. The mixture when

first applied was very dark, but I did not start

rubbing it to the lighter state immediately. 

I waited until the turpentine had evaporated

to the point where I could control the

creation of values selectively. In this case 

I wanted darker values at the top of my

canvas and lighter at the bottom

t STAGE TWO
The surface of my canvas had

not completely dried from my

preparation of the night

before. In fact it was still

slightly tacky, which was

perfect for creating the orchid

blossoms dancing across the

centre of my canvas. The

intention was to achieve the

values and drawing of the

orchids solely by wiping away

the initial wash using paper

towels, small brushes and

some cotton wool buds

u STAGE THREE
I had nearly completed the phase of the

purely transparent work. I could not resist

placing a bit of cadmium scarlet and

cadmium yellow deep at the centre point of

the larger blossom. It was essential

throughout the entire rendering to preserve

as much of the initial transparent wash as

possible. When it was scratched or disturbed

by accident, it was very difficult to restore the

wash as evenly as it was originally applied. 

I was careful to use my cane as a hand rest to

keep from inadvertently touching any part of

the canvas except the orchid blossoms. While

I was drawing, I was also mindful of the shape

of the background spaces immediately

behind the white of the flowers – the so-

called negative spaces essential to any

elegant design
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q STAGE FIVE
This is what I meant when I referred to ‘the delight of colour and more distinctive drawing’. Working my

way along this stem of blossoms was like watching Degas’ ballet dancers at practice. The colour

changes and shapes seemed almost endless in variety and changing colour families. I knew of course

that as I worked down toward the tip of the main stem that each blossom was less mature in its

unfolding than the one before it. I also invented little things that would be part of the orchid complex

(but were not actually there), in order to provide further delights

p STAGE FOUR
With the transparent part completed, the delight of colour and more distinctive drawing took over. 

I remember my sense of anticipation for the colour surprises to come, and a growing sense of direction

about the remainder of the painting taking hold. I knew at this stage exactly what I needed to support

the flowers, which at this point are still suspended in mid-air (in the beginning, I wasn’t at all sure about

the bottom half of the picture.) Notice that I have all but completed the opaque painting of the large

blossom and, below it, one leaf of a small geranium plant as part of the greenery structure below the

orchids. As I added new shapes and colours, I was still being careful to stay within the precise drawing

and edges of each item in order to minimise any disturbance of the transparent background
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p FINISHED PAINTING
Orchid, oil on canvas, 14�20in (35.5�51cm).

The completed fantasy, but one selectively constructed

and painted from real life. My wife says it is like a whole

motion picture condensed into a flash of colour and

form as a painting. It is a combination of what was

there, what could have been there, and by their

absence, all the things I chose not to include

This extract is taken from Alla Prima II, Everything I Know

About Painting – and More, published by Stove Prairie

Press

Richard Schmid
has a doctorate in fine art from the Lyme

Academy College of Fine Art, Connecticut,

and has had over 50 one-man shows,

including at the Smithsonian Institute,

Washington DC, the American Watercolour

Society and the Beijing Exhibition Centre,

China. He has written several books, for

details of these and his DVDs, prints and

paintings see www.richardschmid.com

‘Still life allows you to take your time and do things right. 
You are always in charge’
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However, with practice and

determination it is possible to move

towards this more painterly approach.

First steps
It is important to know the rules

regarding the elements and principles

of design in order to break them in a

way that energises, but doesn’t

compromise the painting. Practice is at

the heart of the whole experience, as is

learning to live with the unsuccessful

practice pieces and not be

disheartened by them. Many poignant

and successful paintings come by

reworking a disaster.

The first step is to throw out

preconceived ideas and to let the

painting find its natural flow. It is also

important to be able to create a chaotic

surface and learn, during the process of

consolidating the shapes and forms, not

to tidy up too much. Be open to a

change of direction as things develop,

don’t be set on copying what is in front

of you. Inevitably, personal experiences

and imagination kick into place and

contribute to developing a more

expressive and energetic image. In

practical terms, getting to know the

medium or media you love working

with is very important. I like certain

aspects of different media, so mixed

media has been an obvious choice for

me in recent years.

Expanding your repertoire of mark-

making possibilities requires play

sessions with your materials. Charcoal,

soft pastels, inks, watercolours, oils or

acrylics and many other materials can

be employed for this exercise, and

using them out of your own particular

comfort zone is very important; if you

are feeling too comfortable and relaxed

then you are not doing it right. 

Shapes and edges
Squeeze watercolour out of the tube

straight onto the support, spread it with

your fingers, spray water on it and

move the shapes around. Start the

painting with a dry medium such as soft

pastels and introduce water or

sprinklings of inks. Rub, scrub, spray,
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Express yourself in 
mixed media

A
painting can be regarded as

expressive when the authentic

emotional connection between

the painter and his subject

resonates with the viewer, regardless of

genre, medium or subject matter.

However, in this article, expressive

means lively and painterly in style. 

There is nothing timid or tentative in

the process of making an expressive

artwork, it excites and provokes an

emotional response. This kind of

painting sometimes happens quickly

and spontaneously out of sheer

desperation, or under immense

pressure, which cannot be artificially

created but should genuinely be there.

At other times it goes through stages of

construction, deconstruction and

reconstruction. There is always an

element of risk taking in its creation,

and it certainly cannot be called safe.

t African Landscape, mixed media on

Saunders Waterford paper 300lb, 20�20in

(51�51cm).  

I prepared the ground with Golden molding

paste on the cottages, pumice gel and heavy

gel in the foreground and patchy applications

of gesso all over. I chose Indian yellow ink for

my underpainting to create a warm glow. 

I then brought in dark violet heavy body

acrylic in the foreground and used sgrafitto to

reveal the colours of the underpainting. 

A light green oil pastel created resist overlaid

with a wash of ink behind the cottages. I used

a rigger to paint the grasses in the

foreground and a lot of scraping and

scratching into the layers to make the marks

look random and incidental

Learn how to create exciting, colourful expressive landscapes in 
mixed media with tips and advice from Soraya French



scratch and scrape the paint; use

various implements to see how far you

can push the boundaries of each

medium. These practice sessions are

invaluable in terms of liberating you.

Play with the elements of design – line

is perhaps one of the most expressive

elements of design and exploring its

many qualities will help you build a

library of useful marks. It is so

frequently used in a straightforward

and boring manner but can be used in

a much more creative and expressive

way. Line can be straight, curved,

jagged, thick, thin, directional,

continuous or broken. 

Joining lines creates the shapes within

the painting. Isolated and repetitive

shapes create more of a design or

pattern, which has its place but not in a

painterly style of work. When dividing

the picture plane make sure that the

negative spaces around the shapes

work as well as the positive components

of the composition. By connecting and

overlapping the shapes will have a

closer relationship and create better

negative spaces. The variety in the size

of similar shapes breaks down the

monotony. Repeating and echoing

some of the important shapes in

varying sizes brings harmony and unity. 

The treatment of edges is another

important factor in achieving a painterly

style. Ideally there should be a balance

between a series of soft and lost edges,

and hard and more defined edges.

Lost-and-found edges create ambiguity

and leave the viewer to use their

imagination.

Colour and surface quality
Be savvy with colour. Although your

chosen colour scheme is very

important, the tonal values play the

most crucial role as they turn the

shapes into form and create depth;

complementary colours create

tantalising passages in a painting.

Underpainting is also a great tool for

unifying and giving life and energy to

your painting. For example, a fiery red
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p The Red Landscape, mixed media with

texture on Saunders Waterford 200lb Not

paper, 18�18in (45.5�45.5cm).

I started with layers of Golden heavy gel in

the background, light molding paste in the

middle and lots of coarse pumice gel in the

foreground to create the textures of the

landscape. I then applied washes of red and

magenta acrylic ink to establish the main

colour scheme. Washes of Prussian blue were

applied over the hills and in a zigzag fashion

through the landscape. After drying the

surface I brought in bits of soft and oil pastel

in brighter hues to complement the red.

During the process I had frequently to wash

out an area and change the value or tone of

the colour here and there until I reached a

stage where I felt the image had the balance

and harmony I was after

underpainting in a predominantly

green landscape can enliven and

harmonise the whole colour scheme.

Expressive paintings often have an

interesting surface quality. In
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u STAGE ONE
I applied an underpainting of naphthol red

light to create a warm, exciting atmosphere

and harmony by allowing it to show through

subsequent layers. Even though the cottages

were surrounded by green I decided to apply

light blue instead as a complementary colour

to my orange red. The red and blue mixed in

a few places and created a neutral grey

q STAGE TWO
I added a mixture of ultramarine blue and

dioxazine purple to bring darker tones and

create depth in the painting. I tried not to

lose the underpainting by adding the blues in

a patchy manner. I then used a roller to

spread some of the thicker paint across areas

in the middle of the painting. Next I applied

some water and, with a card, scraped some of

the paint off to expose further areas of the

underpainting

DEMONSTRATION

Cottages on the Hill

watercolour, textures can be achieved

through the roughness of paper or

clever use of brushmarks. With thicker

paints such as oils and acrylics, the

paints themselves and an array of

texture-making products or collage can

be applied to create a lively and

exciting surface with tactile textural

effects.

Like your handwriting, your

brushmarks are your signature. So be

creative with your marks – use all sides

of your brushes and in all directions;

there is so much more to be done than

to just gently apply colour with the tip

of the brush. Use your brushes to their

maximum potential and don't be mean

with the amount of paint. A half-

heartedly loaded brush can only

produce a half-hearted mark – put it

down like you mean it. This is true of all

media. Ultimately you should aim for

marks that look incidental and random

rather than contrived and stylised. One

of the traps that is easy to fall into is

that of using too many brushstrokes in

the same direction, with the same

value. 

Avoid too many strong and swirling

marks, which can potentially dominate

the whole painting and overshadow the

other elements. Over-blending and

smoothing out brushmarks can also

lead to an uninteresting surface quality.

Therefore, ways to make incidental

marks such as splattering, rollering the

paint, using the edge of a card, scraping

back paint, throwing and pouring runny

paint or using a stencil can help you

towards a more painterly style.

Finally, finding a balance between

recognisable shapes and forms and the

more abstracted areas is crucial to a

painterly style and keeps the viewer

engaged with the image for longer. The

process of creating expressive paintings

is far from comfortable and relaxing but

is immensely rewarding, joyful and

exciting. TA
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t STAGE THREE
I used a roller to indicate the two main cottages. With a

light cerulean and an ultramarine oil pastel I applied

some vigorous linear marks, then used a darker oil pastel

to paint the trees and grasses in the foreground. I also

added some acrylic and at the half-way stage of drying 

I scraped off excess paint to reveal more of the orange

underpainting. I had to look beyond the chaos to be able

to go on with the painting

u FINISHED
PAINTING
Cottages on the Hill, mixed

media on Saunders Waterford

high white HP paper, 15�15in

(38�38cm).

I added a darker tone to

connect the various parts of the

painting. The underlying tone is

so important to gel and marry

all the different parts of the

picture. Failing this will make

the image fall apart. I turned

little glimpses of the

underpainting into small

repeated and echoing shapes 

of the larger cottages. I then

brought in fresh colours, cobalt

teal, light blue, violet and light

purple, to liven up the surface. 

I scratched into thicker layers of

paint in the foreground to

reveal the orange

underpainting and unify the

image. Vigorous linear marks

with dark blue pastel created

movement and energy in the

foreground

Soraya French
is a professional

mixed-media artist.

She is president of the

Society of Women

Artists and curates

their annual show at

the Mall Galleries in

London. She exhibits regularly and tutors

occasional mixed-media workshops both in UK

and abroad. Soraya has written five art books,

published by Harper Collins and Batsford. 

www.sorayafrench.com



W
hich landmarks of the

underlying anatomy do we

need to look out for when

we begin to work from

observation? Which medium do we

select to achieve the marks and

textures we desire when starting out on

a particular drawing? 

Line is our most expressive and

immediate vehicle to explore the world

around us; it is used to jot down rapid

sketches and ideas or to work on
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In this first of two
articles Adele Wagstaff
explores how artists
have used dry media
and drawing techniques
to explore the structure
and form of the head

Linear drawing
techniques

Exercise   
Experimental mark making

Try experimenting with different

materials in a sketchbook. Using a

page for each medium, see how many

contrasting and different marks you

can achieve with each pencil, chalk or

charcoal stick over the sheet of paper.

How does pressure affect the medium?

How do slow and quick lines differ? 

Does your medium give you sharper-

edged lines or do the marks made

have a softer quality to their edges?

When you have exhausted the

number of possibilities with one

drawing tool, take something else and

see what happens. You may end up

with a completely different set of

marks; how could this set of marks be

incorporated in your next drawing?

t Jean Fouquet Portrait of an Ecclesiastic,

c1461, metalpoint, black chalk on white

prepared paper, 73⁄4�51⁄4in (20�13.5cm).

Courtesy Metropolitan Museum of Art; image

in public domain.

This drawing demonstrates how the artist

used the soft lines of metalpoint carefully

and slowly to build up the contours of the

face. Short strokes were placed next to each

other and volume described as groups of line

change direction to follow the form.

Metalpoint does give a huge contrast of tone,

so areas have to be built up slowly as lines

are overlaid

longer, more detailed and observed

drawing from life.

Expressive qualities of line
Many materials are available to work

with: pencils in many grades of softness

and hardness, graphite sticks in various

sizes, charcoal, chalks and pastel, in

both pencil and stick form. The marks

made using a particular medium will

vary considerably, depending on a

number of factors including pressure,

speed and scale. Lines will flow

differently if we stand to work rather

than sit. Does the line convey

movement made through the entire

arm, or only from the wrist?

Lines we make with a pencil may have

less variety, as we hold one with the

point downwards, but what happens if

we use more weight? Can we make a

broader and darker mark or what

happens if the pencil is held at its very

end, how will this change the type of

line we make?

Conté crayon is available in rectangular
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sticks in black, grey and sanguine,

although it is possible to get them in a

wide range of colours. Unlike charcoal it

is smooth. With this type of crayon it is

possible to achieve very light delicate

lines or much darker marks as we see in

Degas’ profile drawing.

Metalpoint, most commonly seen as

silverpoint, gives the most beautiful

and delicate of marks. Used by

Renaissance masters including

Leonardo da Vinci and Raphael, it is

still used by artists today. A metal

stylus is drawn over a prepared surface

Exercise Drawing a head

Select the most appropriate medium for you: do you wish to make

a drawing that is soft and delicate that will allow you to build up

the surface slowly, or one full of contrasts in scale and weight of

mark?

Keep a sketchbook for any warm-ups and try to work with a

good-quality cartridge paper that will hold your chosen medium

well. A putty rubber will allow you to make revisions; if you are

using pencil or graphite you might try using white chalk to soften

any lines rather than delete fully. This will allow you to see more

clearly how your drawing has progressed.

p STAGE ONE
I began with the structures contained within the triangular

shape running across from the eyebrows down to the nose.

The head was placed high within the rectangle so that I

could include the lovely line of her neck and shoulder as it

sweeps downwards. The structures of the head were placed

with a very faint line – later more pressure can be used to

enhance areas. Very light delicate lines were used

continually while searching and understanding the pose

u STAGE TWO
As the drawing progressed more information was added and

lines placed in different directions as they follow the form.

More of the torso was added 

u Christen Købke Portrait of the Sculptor

Hermann Ernst Freund, 1837, graphite,

5�63⁄4in (13�17cm).  Courtesy Metropolitan

Museum of Art; image in public domain.

In this sensitive graphite drawing a rapid

stroke beautifully describes the curls and

texture of the sitter’s hair. A soft stick of

graphite can produce soft-edged marks as we

see here. It looks as if the artist’s hand moved

rapidly over the paper to achieve this kind of

mark. In the area around the eyes, lines are

placed more carefully to pick out the structure

of the brow line and base of the nose. Here

lines have been placed close together and

layered to create softer areas of tone
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that may be coloured or white. The

paper can be prepared with zinc white

gouache, an acrylic drawing ground or a

more traditional ground of bone ash

primer. The ground provides a very fine

tooth, which removes the smallest

amount of metal as it moves over the

surface. This is what gives metalpoint

drawings their stunning delicacy and

definition.

When we look at a drawing can we see

how it has been executed? Was it made

using very rapid marks, or has a lot of

pressure been used, resulting in a

slower heavier line? Or has the chalk

been used on its side to make a

broader mark? A drawing holds all the

information as to how it was made.

Composition 
Once you are ready to begin drawing

and your model is in position, take

time to consider where the head is

going to be placed within the rectangle

or square of your paper. Try making
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Adele Wagstaff
trained at Newcastle University and

the Slade School of Fine Art. She has

taught in Belgium, Germany, Italy and

the UK. Adele has been shortlisted for

the Jerwood Drawing Prize and the BP

Portrait Award, and her work has been

exhibited in the National Portrait

Gallery, Discerning Eye, Royal West of

England Academy and the Royal

Society of Portrait Painters. Adele has

published two books. For more details,

see www.adelewagstaff.co.uk

u Edgar Degas Portrait of Hortense Valpinçon (Mme.

Jacques Fourchy), 1883, black Conté crayon on buff wove

paper, 93⁄4�61⁄2in (25�16.5cm).  Courtesy Metropolitan

Museum of Art; image in public domain.

Degas described the face and hair with a mix of short

light lines alongside darker lines. The lines change

direction depending on what they are describing in the

drawing. Dark, soft lines describe the volume of her hair,

while fine lines were used in varying directions for the

contours of her face. Lines were used side-by-side to

create tone. The lines pick out the edges of the planes of

the profile drawing (along the jaw line and down under

the eye) resulting in a structured feel to the drawing,

although there is little other information within the large

shape of the cheek

t Portrait of a Young Girl, line with B and 2B pencil, 15�11in (38�28cm).

I used a very light touch to establish the major shapes – tiny measurement lines

are visible around the eyes and along the nose. I begin a portrait drawing with

the inverted triangle from the shape of the brow line, edge of the eye sockets

and down to the centre of the base of the nose. I then use this scale to check

everything else against as I work to the outer boundaries of the head. The

delicate planes of the girl’s face have been described with the lightest of lines;

contours are described by changing the direction of the lines

some rapid thumbnail sketches while

you explore the possibilities. The head

may sit much better placed off-centre,

higher or lower. Looking through a small

viewfinder can provide an interesting

composition as you move the window

around.

As you begin to draw, try to identify

the underlying structures of the head,

avoid focusing on the details of the face

too soon. Examine how the line across

the brows frames the entire face; this

structure runs across the top of both

orbits of the eye and is a very

dominant line to pick out. Look at how

the cheekbone is a meeting point of

the frontal plane of the face and the

side plane of the head. When drawing a

head in profile compare the depth of

the head to the height (the two

measurements are similar). The

structures of the skull and musculature

of the head and neck are discussed in

detail in my article ‘The head and neck’

in The Artist January 2018 issue. TA



Istanbul is intoxicating. The early dawn lightheralds the magic of East meeting West as
the mist lingers over the Bosphorus. The
defined lines of minarets and beautiful colours
of domed mosques glow by day then, as the
sunsets and dusk approaches, this spectacular
silhouette softens. Istanbul is a busy sea
trading route and the daily armada of ships
waiting in the Sea of Marmara to enter the
Bosphorus and continue on their journey to
the Black Sea, is another spectacular sight.
The appeal for artists lies in the glorious

light, the shimmering Sea of Marmara and the
architectural splendours in Sultanahmet area
with the Blue Mosque, Aya Sofya, the Mosque
of Süleyman the Magnificent and the Topkapi
Palace. The Sultanahmet area is steeped in
history and you can follow in the footsteps of
the Byzantine emperors and Ottoman sultans,

and wander in the cobbled streets of the
Jewish, Greek and Armenian
neighbourhoods and the labyrinthine in the
Grand Bazaar and Egyptian Market. 
Traditional ways of life prevail in the

Sultanahmet area, with waiters carrying trays
of çay (tea) to people sitting in alleyways,
street vendors sell corn and bread from
colourful wagons, worshippers hurry down
the lanes as the muezzin call beckons them
to prayers and hamans (Turkish baths) and
waterpipe cafés are still very much a part of
everyday life. The spice shops, street cafés,
kebab houses, carpet shops and bright blue
and red trams add splashes of colour to this
constant hive of street activity. 
Your accommodation is in the vicinity of

the Blue Mosque in the heart of Sultanahmet
and so all the key sites are within walking

distance. The hotel comprises two former
houses, which have been beautifully renovated.
It exudes a calm ambience and relaxed
atmosphere. There are just 24 en-suite
bedrooms, a small sitting room and breakfast
area and a roof terrace with a fabulously close-
up view of the Blue Mosque. Dinners are
included and will be taken in nearby
restaurants. 

Painting with Pete the Street
This is a free-style painting holiday and you 
may choose to work alongside Peter or on your
own. Peter will be working in oil but all media
are welcome. He will encourage you to paint
from dawn to dusk and to learn by example.
Peter is very happy to provide individual
guidance when needed, but there will be no
group tuition, demonstrations or critiques. 
Peter is an enthusiastic and inspirational host
artist, who is keen to share his knowledge with
you and is great fun to travel with. A travel 
escort from the UK will be looking after you 
and will take care of all the arrangements
including organising restaurants each evening. 

•8 to 12 intermediate and experienced students

•Price per person in a twin £4,795
•Single room supplement £400

•Price includes: flights from London Heathrow,
10 nights’ accommodation, breakfast and
dinners, host artist and travel escort.

Peter Brown is president of the NEAC and is fast becoming
recognised as one of the UK’s leading figurative painters. Popularly
known as ‘Pete the Street’ from his practice of working on location
in all weathers, he has developed a vigorous en plein air style, and
happily interacts with passers-by and fellow students while at work.
He is best known for his detailed and atmospheric depictions of street
scenes in cities in the UK and abroad. Peter has hosted previous painting holidays to
Florence, Arles, Havana and Vietnam. Istanbul will be a new and perfect place for him.

26 April
to 6 May,
2019

Afternoon Clock Tower, oil by Peter Brown 

Other well-known artists we will be offering painting holidays with in 2019 and 2020 are Lachlan Goudie ROI,

Haidee-Jo Summers ROI, ARSMA, Richard Pikesley NEAC, RWS, Patrick Cullen NEAC, Lucy Willis and Hazel Soan. 

The Artistmagazine has been offering overseas painting holidays since 1990 led by professional artists. These holidays are organised by fully licensed operator Spencer Scott Travel Services CAA ATOL 3471

FOR FULL DETAILS CONTACT 01825  714310 
art@spencerscott.co.uk www.spencerscotttravel.com

Paint in Istanbul 
with Peter Brown
Hon PNEAC, ROI, RBA, PS, RP

PAINTING HOLIDAYartist



Herman Pekel

studied fine art at RMIT University

Melbourne. He exhibits regularly in

the USA and has won many awards.

His works are featured in several

books. Herman lives and works in

Australia. For more information see

http://hermanpekelart.com 
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W
hat makes a watercolour

work is the way the water

runs and carries the paint

with it. There is nothing

more beautiful than a watercolour

wash that has run. Good

watercolourists let this happen. They

use the spontaneous effects of

washes to imply reflections in still

water, the patterns of foliage on

distant trees, a terrace of buildings,

or the folds in a distant mountain.

With watercolour, minimum effort

creates maximum results. It’s always

best to work loosely, and let the

water do the work for you. The best

part of my paintings is always the bit

I don’t paint – the bit where I leave

the wash to do what it wants to. You

can’t do this if you are a control freak.

The more you try to control the wash,

the less effective it will be. To use

watercolour to maximum effect, you

have to put it on and let it run and

dribble. Let the water do all the work

for you, so that it runs and creates

lovely clean washes. If you’re a

control freak, your watercolours will

be less effective. If you try too hard,

the painting won’t work for you.

Herman Pekel shares his strategies for creating 
beautiful clean watercolour washes

Watercolour –
it’s all in the wash

Strategies
There are the strategies I use to create
beautiful clean watercolour washes.

l Use a large brush to create the large

shapes of the painting

Watercolour is very much about simplicity of

shape. Be vague rather than descriptive;

painted details can be confusing. Let your

audience read detail into the finished

painting.

Obtaining interesting shapes in wet-in-wet

is hard, so use a large flat brush or a wide

hake and a large puddle of colour and brush

in the general shapes on dry paper – clouds,

the outlines of buildings, the skyline. Create

rough shapes with the brush, reserving the

white of the paper for shapes you want to

refine, such as clouds. You can use a smaller

brush to refine and soften them afterwards. 

I like to add some dry brush marks at the

edges of the reserved shapes for interest.

l Spray your wash to make it granulate

Once I have created the rough shapes, 

I spray the first wash with water and let it

run. I recommend using Rough paper, to

help the pigment granulate beautifully.

You don’t need a heavy paper – 150gsm

papers will work beautifully if you wet the

back of the paper carefully, place it on a

board and smooth out any bubbles to

make it perfectly flat. It doesn’t matter if

the spray causes the colours in your first

wash to bleed into each other – the

following washes will define the shapes of

your subject.

l Add highlights of untouched paper

Always leave untouched white paper as

part of your design. It creates hard edges,

which attract the eye and work

exceptionally well in a painting that

doesn’t have a lot of contrasts. Try not to

create hard edges that aren’t broken. 

l Understand your limitations

When working with watercolour have a

realistic assessment of your ability. Never

paint detail beyond your skill level. The

more technically proficient you are, the

more realistically you can paint details. As a

general rule, it is better to let the water do

the work. If you leave washes to do their

own thing, you can produce beautiful work,

regardless of your level of skill.

l Work wet-in-wet with sticky paint

When you work wet-in-wet, you must use

sticky fresh paint, squeezed from a tube.

The texture should be like soft butter. Use a

round brush to drop thick, fresh paint into a

wet wash of thin paint and let it run. If your

wash has dried, you will need to re-wet it

first. If you don’t have fresh paint, you won’t

be able to do this. Don’t try to control this

step – the more you try to control the paint,

the less effective it will be. Let the water do

all the work for you, so that it runs and

creates a lovely clean wash.

l Use watermarks to create interest in

your first washes

I love watermarks in my first wash – they

create interest and make the wash look

intriguing. I often flick water over the first

wash to add some watermarks. Watermarks

add interest to washes representing the

walls of buildings, a body of water, or the

side of a mountain.

l Use splashes and spatters

Splatters and splashes over wet washes

create interest and texture. Often, I’ll add a

little gouache to the paint before I spatter

it, so that I get highlights in a darker wash.

Spatters and splashes are spontaneous and

create perfect shapes by themselves. It is

much more difficult to get spontaneous

perfect shapes and placement by dotting

on the paint. Spatters are another example

of a technique where it’s best to work smart

and let the water do all the work for you.

l Stop when the painting is 90 per cent

finished

Never finish your watercolours in one

session, because your eye gets tired. Look

at it later in fresh light and you will see

what it needs.

TA
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u FINISHED PAINTING
Winter Sunlight, the Grampians,watercolour,

22�15in (56�38cm).

I added the treescape in the background using

a very watery wash of cerulean blue greyed

with a little violet and raw sienna. I varied the

depth of colour to suggest that some trees are

closer, while others recede into the background.

I took care to leave a distinct halo of the first

yellow wash around the bushes to suggest the

haloed light. I used a dagger brush to make

vertical calligraphy strokes to represent sapling

trees and branches in the foreground, then

added clumps of foliage and foreground bushes

using a fan brush. Always take the opportunity

to add verticals to your compositions; here I’ve

extended them the length of the paper.

When painting foliage, you just need minor

touches – don’t go overboard with this. The

painting looks better with a dark, warm base. 

If you use a dark paint like neutral tint, add

alizarin red to it to warm it up. Make sure that

your foreground is at least three times darker

than the mid-ground of your painting. Just

before the wash dried I used a dry tissue to lift

out parts of the foreground. I added splatters of

a wash of cerulean mixed with gouache as

highlights

t STAGE ONE
I worked the initial

washes of cerulean blue

and cool lemon yellow,

and the mid-ground

using a wide hake brush.

The reflections were

worked wet-in wet, using

sticky paint. I left a

broken line of untouched

paper at the base of the

bank, and used a dry

brush mark to suggest

sparkles on the water

DEMONSTRATIONWinter Sunlight, the Grampians

p My reference photo
I took this photo because I loved the backlit

haloes of light around the bushes in the mid-

ground. That’s the purpose and focal point of

this painting — capturing the light
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Follow Vivienne Cawson as she demonstrates how to merge
delicate flowers with carefully chosen decorative backgrounds, working

in watercolour with drawing media

TA

Floral still lifes

B
alance is so important in a

painting – several things come

into play simultaneously. If

there is one area of bright

colour the eye will immediately be

drawn to that and completely overlook

other parts of the painting. So there

needs to be some counter balancing

and this, in turn, will help the various

components of the painting ‘speak to

each other’.

Pattern, colour and natural form are

the focus for my floral watercolour

paintings. Painting from life to capture a

moment in time produces a fresh and

contemporary response, not a faithful

reproduction. Inspired by the flowers,

their colours and shapes, a piece of

gorgeous fabric, or special jug or vase, I

like to produce a spontaneous reaction.

The contrast of natural form with

geometric pattern is often a strong

element in my work. It is an exciting

journey that I hope helps to keep my

painting alive with fresh, vibrant colour. 

First steps
I begin by setting up an inspiring still

life. Having chosen my flowers, I find a

container and fabric or paper that sit

well as an arrangement. I always start a

painting with the flowers, as they will

change so much by reaching and

twisting towards the light and opening

their petals to survive. The flowers are

painted slightly larger than life as I like

to have the room to play around with

the paint. Working from life allows me

to take advantage of the changes that

occur in the life of a flower.

Having studied printed textiles this

naturally becomes part of my design. I

become re-enthused when I spy a

wonderful colour from a piece of fabric

through the handle of the jug, or in

between leaves. Then by integrating

other media into the process I am able

to draw parts to achieve interesting

effects. 

Colour choices
Colour theory is integral to each

painting. Marc Chagall said ‘All colours

are the friends of their neighbours and

the lovers of their opposites.’ The

relationship of different colours:

primaries, secondaries, harmonies and

contrasts, need to be at your fingertips

so that mixing colour becomes intuitive.

As with most things, practice is

My palette
The colours were

green gold and indigo

for leaves and stems

and for the petals,

quinacridone magenta,

violet and blue lake.

Payne’s grey is also

included for when I need

more depth. I prefer to keep a

fairly limited palette, which I feel

helps to keep harmony in a painting. For

the sooty centre, black, dark grey and night

blue Caran d’Ache Neo Color II pastels were

applied to a damp surface, pulling out some

of the wet colour with a stick to suggest the

filaments supporting the stamen

essential. I rarely

use colour neat

from the tube or

pan, preferring to

mix my colour to

obtain more

subtle and

interesting hues.

When I think I’ve

finished a painting, I

like to put it to one side

and live with it for a while. I

was surprised and pleased with this

painting. There is much more colour in

the background than I had originally

intended. I enjoy this organic process –

the inevitable struggle in the final

stages and the way the addition of the

green jug forced me to take a different

path.

My training as a designer has taught

me to be open-minded and strive to

resolve problems. There are paintings

that I have not been happy with during

the process and, after considered

thought, I have been able to make

adjustments, which in watercolour are

not particularly straightforward. Being

stubborn is helpful, as I don’t give up

easily.

My initial set up
Having chosen the jug for my anemones, 

I selected plain and patterned papers and

fabrics to try out against the blue/purple of

the flowers – I wanted something dynamic

and found that the turquoises and jades gave

me that. Also, I noticed that I hadn’t removed

a parcel from the table and the golden yellow

worked really well. In fact, it gave a nice pop

of quite different colour. I thought it would

be an interesting challenge to have the jug

over on the right-hand side, a decision also

determined by the flower on the left, with its

stem bending and twisting. Immediately I

knew that this was where I would begin my

painting. I wanted a square painting and cut

my paper to 35�35cm.
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DEMONSTRATION Blue Anemones in Two Jugs

u STAGE THREE
Following my paint-draw-paint-draw approach I built up the composition,

mindful of the negative shapes. Creating interaction between the shapes

helps to produce a pleasing composition, allowing the viewer to linger.

Nature has a lovely way of arranging itself so I go with the flow. As the flowers

were all the same colour, I didn’t want to overdo it. I liked the arrangement

and began to consider what I’d do with the background. For the white jug I

used weak mixes of primaries, observing tonal values, warm and cool areas

and the reflection of local colour from the fabrics. For the deep blue handle

and edges I used mainly Payne’s grey, adding some blue lake here and there.

My intention was to partially show the jug in the painting. I wanted to achieve

an impression of it being there without describing it fully

t STAGE TWO
I painted the second flower quite freely,

carefully observing the shapes, in order to

capture the essence. I allowed the stems to

continue down into the jug, not sure at this

stage whether it would work. Quite by

accident, in a previous painting, I had done

the same and really liked the slight confusion

of ‘Is it glass?’ or ‘Is it ceramic?’

u STAGE ONE
I made a faint drawing of this flower 

for purposes of scale and positioning. 

I wanted this to be in the painting but 

knew it wouldn’t last much longer so I 

had to get on with it. Using my favourite 

Rosemary & Co kolinsky sable, series 33, size 10, 

I painted wet-in-wet on dry paper and allowed the

colours to interact. Anemone leaves are a joy to

paint. They remind me of hands making gestures

with their fingers

t I applied a small amount

of Pebeo masking fluid with a

ruling pen. I wanted to

preserve the white paper for

some lighter stamens

MATERIALS
l Watercolours: Winsor & Newton

indigo, green gold, quinacridone
magenta, Payne’s grey, quinacridone
gold, aureolin; White Knights violet,
azure and blue lake

l Stabilo Tone watercolour crayons, gold
and turquoise 

l Caran d’Ache Neo Color II pastels,
black, dark grey and night blue 

l Saunders High White Rough, 300lb

l Rosemary & Co kolinsky sable brush,
series 33, size 10

l Bamboo stick and a stick from a
forsythia shrub

l Ruling pen

l Pebeo drawing gum

l Dave Woolass Art Rag, paper towel,
coarse sandpaper for grating
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t STAGE SIX
Inspired by the fabric, I put in marks with a gold Stabilo

watercolour crayon and continued the pattern using a

watercolour pencil and coarse sandpaper. Continuing the

pattern up the painting I painted water onto similar shapes.

Then, using a watercolour pencil crayon and a small piece of

the sandpaper, I grated the pencil over the wet shapes,

allowing the colour to fall. The spots were applied by stamping

with a bamboo stick dipped in masking fluid

p STAGE FIVE
Having selected a turquoise for use in the background I was

surprised to find the same colour in the stamen of the top-left

flower – perfect. Deciding that the remaining space on the left

was too big, I introduced another small jug with just one

anemone, leaning in towards the centre of the painting. As I

placed the flower in the jug some pollen fell off, which I

thought I might include at a later stage. The golden yellow

envelope was pestering me so I mixed quinacridone gold with

a touch of violet and placed it centrally to serve as an anchor to

the composition. I then glazed some of the greens with

aureolin to tie in with the green jug  

t STAGE FOUR
For the background I had to stand back and think, as I did not want to

overdo it. Intending to keep a good deal of the white paper, the obvious

place to start was the inside of the handle. This is what I call a closed

shape, where I can confidently place colour and not have to worry about

how far I let the colour travel. I decided to swap the two fabrics over so

that the spotty one was on the left as that side of the painting, having

more space, could take it. I mixed a turquoise with azure, indigo and a

little green gold in a small ceramic dish to ensure I had enough paint. A

strong element, but I felt it supported the opposite side where the bottom

left-hand flower is. Painting this shape helped inform the next stage and

how much more turquoise I would use. I let the colour/pattern spill over

onto the jug, which suggested reflections

‘Pattern, colour and
natural form are the
focus for my floral
watercolour paintings’
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p FINISHED PAINTING
Blue Anemones in Two Jugs, watercolour on Saunders High

White 300lb Rough, 121⁄2�121⁄2in (32�32cm).

Decisions, decisions! I needed to bring the elements together

and knew it still required work. The top of the painting wasn’t

working – should I continue with the turquoise, paint another

anemone? I decided on more turquoise, adding some green for

relief and to pick up the green of the jug. In the wet paint I

added more marks with a Stabilo crayon, dabbing with tissue

until I achieved an effect with which I was happier. Finally,

masking off some of the painting with paper towel, I splattered

Payne’s grey to represent falling pollen 

Vivienne Cawson
trained in printed textiles at Leicester

Polytechnic College. She is a member of

The Royal Birmingham Society of Artists

(RBSA) and the Leicester Society of

Artists (LSA). Vivienne runs workshops

from her home studio, gives

demonstrations for art societies and

exhibits at national events.

www.viviennecawsonart.co.uk 
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pre-drawing, instead I used blocks of

colour to quickly mark in the relevant

shapes in roughly the right places. I

say roughly as I believe a painting

shouldn’t be refined too soon.

Instead, I prefer to use layers,

allowing a build of brushmarks,

shapes and textures to emerge, so

this kind of beginning fits my

approach well. 

The second part of my painting

process formed the colours, shapes

and values of the scene. Once again, 

I allowed for a gradual process as my

focus was not on the finished painting,

but primarily the foundation of the

values. The beauty of acrylic is that you

can sculpt paintings two-dimensionally,

adding a dark, then light, then further

darks, find an edge, lose an edge and

so on until the picture begins to take

shape. Once the shapes had been

established, I settled in to building the

final realism into the painting.

www.painters-online.co.ukFebruary 2019artist

Paul Talbot-Greaves demonstrates how to use cool and warm arrangements
with complementary colour contrasts to add interest to an acrylic winter scene

TA

I
love the contrasts of winter,

especially the muted browns and

oranges. These work well against

clear blue skies, but also on bright

snowy days against the blue shadows.

The cool and warm arrangements, along

with complementary colour contrasts,

often make for some striking paintings. 

Because acrylic can be used in both

transparent and opaque forms, it opens

many opportunities to use it in a

variety of ways. In this painting, I did no

p PART ONE
I used acrylic paint diluted with water and a

little matt medium and a size 18 flat brush

(about 3⁄4in wide).  I quickly applied cerulean

blue to the sky, and cobalt blue plus burnt

sienna to the land. Any number of

inaccuracies can be reformed and adjusted as

the painting progresses

p PART TWO
After drying, I began to build up the shapes of the scene with a little more

accuracy, using paint mixed with water and matt medium to make the paint quite

sticky but slightly transparent, to achieve transparency in places. In other parts,

such as the bold foreground grasses, I used less medium to make the paint

slightly opaque. I worked my way throughout the painting, finding and losing

edges so that I finished with an image that looked like a very loose interpretation

of my scene. Once the shapes had been established, I settled in to building the

final realism into the painting

DEMONSTRATION

Late Afternoon in Winter

Capture winter afternoons
in three main stages 
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l Acrylic paper or cellulose-based watercolour paper

l Short flat brushes, from about 1⁄8in to 3⁄4in

l Acrylic paints: cobalt blue, burnt sienna, yellow ochre,
cerulean blue, titanium white.

l Matt medium

Paint your own snow scene
You might wish to follow the methods I used in
your own painting. Use the photo provided, left,
as your source material along with my
suggestion of materials:

You can submit your finished painting to our

PaintersOnline website by emailing a copy, nor larger

than 2MB, to dawn@tapc.co.uk, with Winter Afternoon

in the subject line, by February 23. This month I will

select a painting for appraisal.

Watch Paul Talbot-Greaves paint in acrylic over an old watercolour

painting: https://painte.rs/2DH1tH9

p u PART THREE
FINISHED PAINTING 
Late Afternoon in Winter, acrylic on Canson 400gsm acrylic paper,

7�7in (18�18cm).

With a very small size 2 short flat brush I tightened up some of

the field shapes in the distance, then added some yellow ochre

below to lift the dark strip of the mid-ground. In the foreground 

I increased the brightness of some of the white highlights and

with a size 14 flat brush, dragged some colour diluted with a

mixture of water and matt medium to achieve a deeper colour

finish over the foreground rushes to make texture. I finished the

painting with a little bit of spattered paint to hint at detail in the

grasses. I also added the highlights with titanium white

Paul Talbot-Greaves
teaches watercolour and acrylic painting

in workshops and demonstrations to art

societies throughout the Midlands and the

north of England. He can be contacted by

email: information@talbot-greaves.co.uk

or through his website: 

www.talbot-greaves.co.uk
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T
he eye is very important, simply

because if it is ‘wrong’ the whole

piece will appear wrong. Too

many times I see eyes that are

‘dead’ (perceived as a hollow, whereas

in fact the eye ‘domes out’ from

beneath the eyelids), looking in the

wrong direction, over prominent or just

the wrong species!

Humans are genetically predisposed

to make judgements about the emotion

or state of the animal by its eyes. We

are the only animals to have a visible

white (sclera) and this is believed to be

because we interact socially outside of

family groups and ‘read’ more from the

eyes. The white sclera helps us to track

eye movement. Animals, however,

make judgements based less on the

eye and more on other factors such as

ear position, head movement and body

language. In fact, seeing the white of

the eye can signal fear, aggression or

illness in animals and many have sclera

that is coloured brown near the iris to

lessen the amount of ‘white’ that shows.

The other white we see on the eye is

the reflection of the light source, which

is mistakenly referred to as the

highlight – I can put highlights on a

horse’s mane but that is not as bright as

the reflected light source. Reflected

light takes the shape of what is reflected,

while the highlight takes the shape of

the object – in this case the eye. 

We tend to take the direction of the

animal’s focus from the reflected light

on the eye. In an animal with a large

dark eye, such as a cow, this could be

the whole of the sky, which tends to

make the eye ‘look sideways’. Also, in

art terms we give too much attention to

the eye, and it becomes too dominant

in the image. 

The eye
The eye is not a flat disc. It is a sphere,

and is covered in a thin film of liquid

and, therefore, highly reflective. So the

first thing to understand is how light

hits a sphere (below). Our sphere sits

within a cave – the eye socket or ‘orbit’

of the skull – which is then overlaid by

the eyelids and lashes, all of which cast

shadows across the eyeball. Some

species have larger brows (top of the

orbit), which is especially pronounced

in primates so the eye tends to sit

further back in the ‘cave’ (above right).

Take note of the relative size of the eye
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When painting animals, it is very important
that the eyes are ‘right’ says Ruth Buchanan.
In the second of her 10-part series she
discusses the different shapes and
demonstrates how to paint life-like eyes

Ruth Buchanan
studied and worked in graphic design

and illustration, then taught Print Media

and Film Studies at a Further Education

College. She exhibits nationally and

internationally, and her work is in private

and corporate collections in the UK and

abroad. Ruth is a member of the

International Watercolor Society

(England), the Society of Equestrian

Artists and the Association of Animal

Artists, and a signature member of the

Institute of Equine Artists. She has won

awards for her work. Ruth has led

drawing and watercolour workshops in

the UK and USA and is represented by

The Simone Galleries, North Yorkshire

and the Marylebone Gallery, London.

www.ruthbuchanan.co.uk

TIP – and a warning
If you take a reference photo of an

animal’s eye try to do it with a longer

lens (200mm or more) and from a

distance. All animals, especially prey

animals, find being scrutinised

closely, especially by a lens,

threatening. Flash photography

should never be used close to an

animal. Apart from startling them,

they are not prepared for the flash of

light and the iris does not have time

to react. This can cause damage to

the eye.

p Horse eye demonstration, watercolour,

111⁄2�9in (29�23cm)

How light from a single light source hits a sphere and an eyeball

Light
source

Sclera (white of the eye)

Pupil

Iris 
(eye colour)

Limbus
(border of
cornea and
sclera)

It’s all in the eyes



to the skull, and the relative size of the

orbital (eye) socket. For example,

domestic cats have very large eyes

compared to most dogs; humans have

relatively large eyes in comparison to

other large primates. 

Humans and other predator mammals

have binocular-set eyes, that is eyes

that are positioned on the frontal plane

of the face. Binocular vision means that

the can eyes work together to give a

greater perception of depth and

distance. Prey creatures such as horses,

cows and sheep tend to have

monocular vision. Their eyes are set

laterally (at the sides of the head). This

gives a much wider field of vision and

helps the prey creature ‘keep a look

out’ for approaching threats and

predators. Obviously, position and

angle of the eye varies between

species, but as a general rule binocular-

vision animals’ eyes are straighter and

monocular-vision animals’ eyes are

more angled down towards the tear

duct (medial commissure). Horses’ eyes

also angle inward from ‘out’ at the back

(lateral commissure) to ‘in’ at the tear

duct.

Remember that the eye is a sphere? 

If seen from a certain angle there is a

snow globe effect with captured light

(the light passes through the outer and

is ‘captured' by the inner structures).

You often see this in cats, which have a

very domed cornea (transparent lens

that sits over the pupil and iris) that

gives them a wide-angle vision (think of

a convex mirror, which bulges towards

you and shows a larger field of

reflection).
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Eye shapes
There are three main shapes of eye

pupil in the animal kingdom, which are

thought to be determined by behaviour

and animal size, rather than by species,

although some reptiles, amphibians,

insects and cephalopods (eg cuttlefish)

have other weird and wonderful

shapes. There are always exceptions

but in general the pupils are:

Vertical slitted – found in mainly

smaller, ie lower to the ground,

‘ambush predators’ that hunt at dawn

t This painting of a

horse’s eye shows the

oval pupil more

rounded due to low

light and the snow-

globe effect, which can

be fun to paint

p This drawing of a gorilla’s skull shows the

prominent brow and how the eyeball sits

within it. The position and angle of the eye

will relate directly to the eye socket and

should be noted with care, otherwise the

eyes will look wrong 

Eye shapes
The eye shape is determined by

the eyelids and surrounding

soft tissue. In any animal this

can create a rounded, oval,

oriental, almond, hooded or

tear-shaped eye. The upper

eyelid contributes largely to the

shape and can be anything

from an inverted ‘C’ to an

inverted ‘V’ shape. This can

change due to mood, stress or

reaction to something within

the environment. Beware of

working from a single

photograph for a

commissioned work as this is

just a snap-shot of that split

second and may not be a true

indication of the natural shape

of that animal’s eye

and dusk: small cats,

hyenas and foxes

(both from the dog

family), crocodiles,

caimans and

alligators.

Round – generally

taller, mostly ‘chase

predators’ that are

mainly active during

the day: primates;

dogs; big cats; nearly

all birds; turtles;

some snakes and

lizards; pigs.

Elephants, most

rodents, rabbits and hares also have

round pupils.

Horizontal oval – found in prey

creatures: horses, cows, sheep, deer,

elk, giraffes and hippopotamuses. The

horizontal pupil stays parallel to the

ground by the eye rotating, whatever

the angle of the rest of the head. For

example, whether a horse is grazing or

rearing, the pupil is always horizontal to

the ground.

All these pupil shapes become larger

and rounder in low light and smaller in

strong light.

Round                               
Oval

Almond 

Hooded

C-shaped lid

Oriental

Teardrop

V-shaped lid
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DEMONSTRATION Fox and Otter – head and eyes in watercolour

p STAGE ONE
I drew just enough guidelines to see where I needed to

mask off, then half drew, half underpainted in a varied

mix of ultramarine blue and rose madder. It is

important to leave some reserved areas where the more

vibrant colours will sit. At this stage I make early

decisions about where hard, soft or lost edges will be.

When fully dry I gently rubbed off the masking fluid

with a mask eraser

p STAGE TWO
For the fox I lightly introduced some colour to the eyes using mixes of manganese

blue with cadmium yellow light, and brown madder, cadmium red light and Naples

yellow, then varied the mixes as I started to add colour to the head and ears.

I did the same for the otter, except that I used turquoise green and a mix of gold

ochre and cadmium red. The otter has a coloured sclera so I reserved a slight edge

rim on the iris. Using the same colours I then worked out across the head, roughly

at this stage, to introduce some shaping around the head, snout and ears

Although foxes usually have amber, brown or reddish eyes, I have heard of

the occasional red fox that has grey-green eyes (and the grey fox often does)

so I changed the eye colour in my painting. These are little studies

specifically looking at painting eyes, so the eyes are dominant

TIP
Be careful of working directly from photographs

as they tend to make blacks darker than they

should be. In drawing and painting eyes this can

create a ‘black hole’ effect on the pupil, especially

in watercolour painting. If the eye is dark, it can

be difficult to see definition between the pupil

and the iris, so including some lighter iris colour

in the painting can ‘lift’ the eye and avoid a ‘dead

eye’ effect.

MATERIALS
l Support: Daler-Rowney Langton Board, Rough.

l Brushes: Jackson’s pure squirrel mop series 828; Rosemary & Co kolinsky
series 1 Nos. 5, 3 0 and pure sable series 99 No 20; Winsor & Newton
Artisan synthetic lifting brush synthetic flat 8; Escoda Perla synthetic
rounds Nos 12 and 8; Chinese calligraphy brush.

l Paints:M Graham French ultramarine; Winsor & Newton rose madder
genuine, cadmium orange, cadmium yellow light, gold ochre; Sennelier
brown madder, cadmium red light, turquoise green; QOR quinacridone
gold; Lukas manganese blue; Holbein mineral violet, Naples yellow.
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Watch Ruth make a subtractive drawing of horses: https://painte.rs/2DH1tH9

Next month: Noses, ears and expression

p FINISHED PAINTING
Fox and Otter, watercolour, 193⁄4�11in (50�28cm).

I finished the painting by strengthening some of the eye colours and adding

mixed darks from the earlier mentioned colours for definition on the pupils, irises

and surrounding soft tissue. The fox especially has darker lashes and upper lids

that resemble eye liner. I also used my lifting brush to accentuate some reflected

lights and added a couple of discrete dashes of Chinese white to make the gaze

more intense
p STAGE FOUR
I continued to add colour and shaping, introducing some

mixes of brown madder and ultramarine blue with a little

mineral violet to the previous mixes, working the eyes

alongside the heads, although I kept the head painting

looser and minimal to keep the attention on the eyes

t STAGE THREE
I continued to work colour into the eyes and the heads using warm, bright varied

mixes of quinacridone gold, cadmium orange and cadmium red light. For the fox

I used manganese blue and turquoise green to cast some shadow on the white

fur, knowing I could neutralise the bright colours later if I needed to, but it is

almost impossible to brighten colours at a later stage. Painting the eye fully

before the rest of the head or not reflecting eye colours through the rest of the

painting separates it. The eye is part of the whole and I can always add detail and

‘sharpen’ the eye later, but if that happens too soon it is hard to combat and

influences the painting process, making it tight and detail-heavy too soon, which

can lead to a loss of expression
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Ground colour
Different artists have their own

preferences for the ground colours they

use. Popular colours include warm grey
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prepared. There are several different

approaches. I know that many artists

prime MDF board with three coats of

either oil or acrylic primer. Oil primer

gives a slightly slippery surface,

whereas acrylic primer has a ‘tooth’ and

prevents absorbency. I prefer to paint

on canvas or linen. I oscillate between

extra fine grain and fine grain,

depending on the detail required for

the painting. 

Having worked with a limited palette for a while, Paul Brown had to admit
that it had its limitations. Here he shares some of the extra colours he has used
with great success

The limitations of a
limited palette

M
y article ‘Take six colours’

(The Artist, June 2018 issue)

resulted in lots of positive

feedback; consequently I

thought it would be interesting to write

a follow-up article to discuss what I

have learnt since.

Ground
Before you begin painting it is

important to have the surface properly

q Sunrise, St Paul’s, oil on canvas, 20�30in

(51�76cm).

This painting demonstrates the yellow

vibrancy I wanted to achieve by adding burnt

sienna to my palette



(created with varying amounts of white,

burnt sienna and French ultramarine

blue) and grey. I have experimented

with cadmium red light, pink, Venetian

red and burnt sienna and white. 

When combined, burnt sienna and

white create a salmon pink hue, which

gives any painting a vibrancy lift.

Venetian red was favoured by

Rembrandt and gives an ‘old’ feel to an

oil painting. Constable, by contrast,

used a pink ground for his skies, which

gave them a wonderful luminous

quality. I am currently focusing on a

burnt sienna and titanium white

combination, but I’m sure this will

change in the future. 

I was interested to find out that

alizarin crimson is rated as a B, which

means it will fade over time. Recent

research has suggested that the chrome

yellow used by Van Gogh in his

sunflower paintings is now fading to

brown. If only Vincent had been aware

of this at the time he may have chosen

a different yellow! There are lots of

technical considerations when creating

a palette, but ultimately it is a personal

choice as to what works for you. 

I went through a period when I used

zinc white as my main white. Zinc gives

more depth to a painting, while

titanium tends to flatten the colour.

However, I discovered that zinc white

becomes brittle over time, (about 20

years) so as a consequence I have

switched to titanium white for longevity. 

Limited palettes, old and new
Finally, I would like to discuss how my

palette has developed since my

previous article. I was originally

inspired to use a limited palette after

reading about The Zorn palette and the

palette Rembrandt used. The Zorn

palette uses only four colours: yellow

ochre (yellow), cadmium red medium

(red); ivory black (blue) and white. The

red, yellow and blue are important, as

they are the three primary colours and

should be the basis for all palettes.

Rembrandt used ochre, umber, black

and white as his main palette on a

Venetian red ground. This was

supplemented with small amounts of

blue, red and yellow. 

These palettes inspired me to create

my own limited palette, which

consisted of: yellow ochre, lemon

yellow, raw umber, cadmium red light;

French ultramarine blue and zinc and

radiant white. 
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u Fleet Street in Snow, oil on canvas,

20�16in (51�40.5cm). 

I used titanium white in this painting

Oil colour Opaque/transparent Tint power Lightfastness

Zinc white Semi-transparent Average AA

Titanium white Opaque High 1

Yellow ochre Semi-transparent Average 1

Raw umber Semi-transparent Average 1

Cadmium red Opaque Average 1

Lemon yellow Opaque Low 1

Ultramarine blue Transparent Average 1

Alizarin crimson Transparent Good B

Venetian red Semi-opaque Low AA

Prussian blue Transparent High 1

Burnt sienna Transparent High 1

Phthalo blue Slight transparent Average 1

Phthalocyanine Opaque Average 1

Cadmium yellow Opaque High 1

Naples yellow light Opaque Average 1

Naples yellow deep Opaque Average 1

Selection of colours I created this chart to show information on the

opacity, lightfastness and tint power of oil paint
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t The Cove, Summer, oil on canvas, 10�12in

(25.5�30.5cm). 

In this picture, which was painted in Corfu, 

I wanted to capture the luminosity and

vibrancy of the turquoise blues of the sea. 

I was struggling as my only blue was French

ultramarine blue – I came close to the effect 

I wanted, but desired that little bit extra. So 

I added phthalo blue, zinc white and

phthalocyanine turquoise to my palette and

was really pleased with the results

My limited palette was great fun to

use, especially when painting en plein

air. It was easy to set up the palette on

location and it was also quick to

replenish the colours as there were so

few. Having a limited palette, I believe,

helps you to become a quicker and

better painter as it forces you to think

about colour and mix it. My limited

palette was ultimately an exercise in

tonal harmony and I loved the effects I

created with so few colours. I was

fascinated by how I could hint at a

colour tone without it becoming too

obvious. So many artists I know paint

the exact green that they experience in

nature, but that really isn’t the point of

oil painting – the truth in nature is not

the truth in art. 

p The Grand Canal, Venice, oil on canvas, 20�30in (51�76cm).

This is an example of the colours I created with my original limited palette. When speed

painting on location to capture a light sensation, there is little time to mix up a lot of colours 



However, with any small palette there

are limits. Having discovered that zinc

white becomes brittle over time I

decided to switch to titanium white. I’m

not a big fan of blues and greens in a

painting, but I do love yellow and in my

original limited palette I felt I had to

have three yellows. Over the last year I

have become obsessed with sunrises

and I found those three yellows to be

insufficient to capture the magic of the

sun at first light. To complement my

palette I started to use cadmium

yellow, and Naples yellow dark and

light. These colours really helped with

the brightness and vividness that I

wanted to achieve. 

While painting Venetian paintings I

was also keen to capture the wonderful

reds of the buildings and roof

structures. To help with this I

introduced burnt sienna and enjoyed

the results. I have also recently added

brown madder to some of my

silver/grey paintings and this has

helped me achieve a larger range of

grey tones. 

So, a limited palette is great fun to

use and is an excellent discipline to

master. It obviously has limitations, but

adding different colours for different

paintings can be very rewarding.
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p Flowers in the Garden, oil on canvas, 16�20in (40.5�51cm). 

This plein-air painting caused some frustration. I struggled to recreate the red tones of some of

the flowers. In fact there were certain varieties for which I could not get anywhere near the

right colour with my old palette. To achieve the colours I wanted I added brilliant pink, alizarin

crimson and Prussian blue, which helped me to capture the variations in colours I was seeing

TA

Paul Brown
has had numerous one-man exhibitions

in London and exhibited with the New

English Art Club and the Royal Society

of British Artists. His work features in

the collections of Eric Clapton, Sir John

Major, Sir Charles Dunstone (Carphone

Warehouse), The Duke of Richmond and

The Duke of Roxburghe. Paul’s next

exhibition will be at the Royal Opera

Arcade Gallery, Pall Mall, London SW1Y

4UY from May 13 to 18.

www.sanguine-fine-art.co.uk

‘Having a limited palette, I believe, helps you
to become a quicker and better painter as it
forces you to think about colour and mix it’
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see glass, and each can be viewed in
terms of a spatial expression.

Space and perception
I look carefully at my arrangement of
objects and analyse the space they
occupy. I extend this analysis to
individual transparent objects, making
it a point to distinguish the far side
from the contents, then to the near side
and to the location of the various
reflections. Understanding this is
fundamental because the layers of
paint will be applied in this order, like
a traditional landscape in oil.
When I understand what’s where, I

observe what the still life looks like and

how objects behind and inside any
transparent container are affected by it
– most obviously the shapes of objects
within glass containers are distorted by
refraction. The edges of anything seen
through glass automatically appear as
softer and a bit more obscure. Finally
the colour of the glass, even if it
appears clear, influences the colour we
perceive the contents within to be. All
these observations determine the
sequence of paint application, edge
manipulation and colour choices.

Painting method
All my still-life paintings are executed
in six steps: 
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Painting glass and anything transparent doesn’t need to be as intimidating 
as it may first appear – Maddine Insalaco demonstrates her layered
approach in oils

Transparency, refraction
and reflections

M
y technique for painting
glass involves layers of wet
on dry paint to make
convincing forms emerge

from a base of flat abstract shapes. I
use a traditional mix of linseed oil and
rectified turpentine which means the
layers are slow to dry, so I typically set
up a complex still life with multiple
objects and light sources from which I
can compose a number of paintings.
This way I always have a dry surface to
work on.
There are three characteristics of glass

to consider when painting:
transparency, refraction, and reflection.
All these characteristics affect how we

p Harmony in Pink and Green, oil on canvas, 48�72in (122�183cm)
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Compose Choosing and organising a

still life can sometimes take as long as

painting it! In my recent work

containing glass and reflective objects I

have inserted my own small landscapes

or reproductions of old master

landscapes to create a more complex

spatial structure and colour

arrangement. I move all the objects

around, changing their relationship to

each other and the position of the light

sources until I find a composition that

is balanced in terms of colour and

weight of elements, and is visually

engaging. I think about the relationship

of positive and negative spaces, the

distribution of vertical and horizontal

lines, and the colour, light and shape of

objects distorted by glass. I often use a

viewfinder as strategic cropping can

make anything look more compelling.

Draw I usually sketch in the

composition with a brush and paint

thinned with turpentine. I make sure

the proportions of all objects are

correct – it is so easy to lose time later

adjusting drawing and proportion

issues. As the drawing will be painted

over when blocking it is unnecessary to

include details. The glass objects will

also be painted out, so only their

position and general proportions

matter at this stage. However, I try to

note the linear effects of objects

distorted by glass in the drawing and

selectively smear the edges of

refracted forms to remind myself later

to paint these differently from objects
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MATERIALS
l Surface: Smooth wood panels for maximum luminosity. I use
Ampersand cradled Gessoboard. For very large works I use canvas
or linen.

l Pigments: Ivory black, ultramarine blue; raw umber, permanent
green light, chrome green, alizarin crimson, burnt sienna,
cadmium red deep, cadmium red light, yellow ochre, cadmium
yellow light, titanium or mixed white (Gamblin, Mussini, Lefranc &

Bourgeois, Rembrandt, Winsor & Newton).

l Linseed oil cut with pure rectified turpentine. OR, if time is a

factor and just trying the technique for the first time I recommend

using Winsor & Newton Liquin, which dries the paint overnight

and is perfectly suitable for glazing.

l Brushes: Among my favourites are Rosemary & Co sables, Series

66; Royal & Langnickel, Bordeaux and Vienna series; Silver Brush,

Bristlon range; Winsor & Newton Monarch series. If it’s a smooth

surface I use sable and synthetic brushes. With toothy surfaces like

canvas and linen I use synthetics and bristles alone.

l T-square and/or triangles for drawing straight lines.

l Mahl stick – for small works this steadies my hand when I need

more control over the brushstrokes.

l Cotton rags – soft cotton will not wear on the brushes like paper

towels do.

or parts of objects unaffected by

refraction.

Block The blocked-in layer should

cover the surface with flat shapes of

thin, opaque, smooth and evenly

applied opaque paint. The colours I

choose depend on what I see of

refracted forms both behind and inside

the individual glasses – they are the

base from which the illusion of form

projects, usually the colour of the

shadows or dark tones within individual

forms. We usually see the colours on

the outside of observed forms first, so

it is worth looking more carefully at the

colour inside the objects to find the

best mixture for blocking. Mimicking

the spatial arrangement, these shapes

are painted in from back to front, which

p STAGE TWO
Working from back to front I underpainted the background sky

and landscape, completely ignoring the glass containers. For

the jar with the lighter I mixed the darkest green tones that I

saw in the lighter: permanent green light, alizarin crimson,

ultramarine, and white, and painted it in as one flat distorted

shape. I did the same for the refracted toothpicks with a mauve

brown tone: alizarin, raw umber, blue and white, as a base on

which to suggest details of individual toothpicks. I made the

edges of distorted forms softer than others

DEMONSTRATION Lighter and
Toothpicks with Italian Landscape

t STAGE ONE
The preliminary drawing was sketched in, making sure I got the

proportions of the jar and toothpick holder correct. At this stage

it is important to present the refracted shapes of the green

lighter and the toothpicks inside the glass. The sketch should

contain all elements in their exact locations, particularly when

working on smooth panel surfaces as any major changes in the

design show through on subsequent layers of paint

Block in the distorted shape
behind the glass
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basically means working from top to

bottom. At this stage the drawings of

the transparent objects will mostly

disappear. This makes sense because it

is important to paint what is either

behind or inside them first and to paint

the distorted shapes of anything

refracted by the transparent containers

and soften their edges more than

undistorted objects. The distortion of

form creates the perception that

something lies behind glass in a still

life.

Develop When the blocked-in layer is

completely dry I begin to develop the

painting from the back to the front.

Applying paint to a dry surface has a

major advantage in that you can easily

remove a mixture that does not work

with a soft cotton rag. Facilitating this, I

first apply a layer of clean medium to a

dry section of the painting on which I

plan to work. It makes the surface

slippery and allows the paint to come

off easily. 

I resolve all background areas and

paint details of anything behind or

inside a transparent object. When the

back layers are dry I paint in the

outlines of these objects. I find it

helpful to use a T-square or a triangle

to guide my hand in painting vertical

lines. Any reflections that appear to be

inside the objects are also painted at

this time.

Glaze I use only local glazes and only

for the transparent objects. The glaze

will instantly unify the colours of the

contents of a container and create an

illusion of glass. Any mixture of

pigments can be made transparent with

the addition of medium. Many glass

vessels have a greenish cast and I

frequently use a mixture of permanent

green light, alizarin crimson and

O I L S
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t STAGE THREE
Once the blocked-in layer was dry, I worked

from back to front, developing the forms of

the landscapes in the background, then the

lighter and toothpicks. When dry I painted

the general shapes of the glass containers,

using a triangle to help get the vertical lines

straight and clean. These layers need to be

accurate and the execution requires a lot of

control – it is easy to smear them. A great way

to avoid this is to develop the blocked-in

painting from left to right if you are right-

handed, otherwise right to left. A final step in

this pre-glaze phase was to paint all light and

colour reflections inside the glass 

t STAGE FOUR
I usually only glaze the transparent objects in

my still-life compositions. With a soft brush

on a completely dry surface I painted a thin

cool green glaze over the entire surface of

the glass object, making sure it was even. 

The light within a glass container varies so I

selectively wiped out the glaze with a cotton

rag in places to make the contents of the

glass more visible. If the glaze dulls the

subtlety of certain tones and details I paint

them back in while the glaze is wet, which

has the effect of making them seem inside

the glass



titanium white mixed with a lot of

medium to glaze them. 

The layers beneath a glaze must be

completely dry to avoid blending or

accidental removal when the glaze is

selectively wiped out to reveal lighter

areas within the transparent container.

The glaze should be thin and evenly

applied with a soft brush. A residue of

the glaze will remain in wiped-out

sections, which can be painted back

into if anything requires more

emphasis. The new paint will retain the

colour unity through a slight blending

with the wet glaze.

Adjust and finish When the glaze on

the glass is dry I paint in the highlights

and reflections on the outside. Strong

lights are painted opaquely, while the

more delicate reflections are applied

thinly with more medium and a sable

brush. Next I make sure that all

relationships between colour values

and temperatures are working to

reinforce the illusion. At this point it

may be necessary to intervene, even it

means additional glazing, anywhere in

the painting to bring about a

harmonious resolution. I no longer think

of physical objects in space but of the

abstract reality of paint on a flat surface

and how to make that beautiful, which

for me is the main concern.
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Maddine Insalaco
(MFA New York Academy of Art)

divides her life between New York City

and Italy where she has organised

plein-air landscape workshops since

1995 (www.landscapepainting.com).

She teaches both still life and

landscape classes at the Art Students

League of New York. Her work has been

shown extensively in Italy and the

United States and can be viewed 

at La Porta Gallery in Buonconvento,

Tuscany.

www.maddineinsalaco.com

p FINISHED PAINTING
Lighter and Toothpicks with Italian Landscape,

oil on panel, 8�10in (20.5�25.5cm).

Lastly I added the reflections and highlights

that appeared on the exterior of the glass

objects, consistent with what I perceive to be

closest to me. It’s usually necessary to re-

glaze parts of these objects to enhance the

three-dimensionality of the form. In an effort

to unify the work I often make edits in all

areas of the painting at this point. Here I

simplified the ground plane by removing the

textile design and adjusted the perspective

and proportions of the jar with lighter

TA
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W
hen we think of a still-life

painting the first thing that

springs to mind is a

grouping of objects together

in a table-top set up. Whilst there is

nothing wrong with this type of

composition, it’s worth considering

some other ideas.

So, rather than arranging your objects

in a traditional way, think more about

alternative and quirky viewpoints.

Experiment by pushing the boundaries

– view your composition from above,

either directly over the objects, or at a

slight angle. Even mundane objects

take on an extra dimension when seen

from an elevated position. A slightly

more abstract painting can be

produced when thinking outside the

box. 

Backdrop and lighting
When setting out your objects, try to

think of a way to entice the viewer’s eye

into the picture. Perspective will be

exaggerated and there will be no

conventional backdrop against which to

set your arrangement. Instead, there

will either be a surface of some kind,

some fabric, or perhaps even a floor.

This can become an important element

in the painting or even possibly the

focal point. Consider a group of simple

objects on a patterned carpet or tiled
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Kevin Scully takes a fresh look at still life, and uses gouache to create some
compositions from unusual viewpoints

A different perspective

t Jenny’s Boots, gouache, 13�9in

(33�23cm).

The viewpoint here was a standing position

above the discarded boots, which were

painted as found. I painted in natural

daylight, diffused by an overhead canopy.

This painting demonstrates how gouache can

be used in a variety of ways. The entire

painting was first blocked in with a thin

watercolour-like wash. The boots were then

painted in opaque colour, and the concrete

floor painted in a dry brush manner,

incorporating little flecks of colour that

appear elsewhere throughout the painting



floor. Try taking some photographs or

viewing your composition from above

using a simple card viewfinder, and

then rotate the image to see if there’s a

more interesting viewpoint. 

Consider different lighting options.

Think about how much of the painting

you want to be dark and how much you

would like to be light. Do you want a

mysterious image or one that is

dynamic? It doesn’t necessarily have to

be either, but it will benefit from some

element of surprise. A spotlight shone

across the image at a low angle will

create strong diagonal shadows,

whereas a light source directly above

will give a more subdued composition.

A strong and natural light source will

also suggest an element of something

going on outside the painting, and

should be incorporated into a

composition whenever possible. You

can define your focal point by placing

your objects on one or more of the

cross points or ‘hotspots’ created by
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p Bottles and Glasses, gouache, 9�13in

(23�33m).

I was seated directly in front of the left-hand

corner of the table on which these objects

were placed. By looking at them without

moving my head, they appeared to be

leaning over to the right, and were painted as

seen. Had I been looking at them directly,

they would have all appeared to be vertical

q Oranges from Seville, gouache, 7�6½in (18�16.5cm).

Painted from a viewpoint directly above, the composition is based on the relationship between

the curly leaves, which echo the shape of both the oranges and the bowl, and the geometric

shapes formed by the creases in the white cloth. The image was cropped to prevent the

composition becoming too predictable
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following the Rule of Thirds theory,

where the image is divided into thirds

both horizontally and vertically. Or, you

can totally disregard this altogether,

and instead rely on your artistic

instinct.

Viewpoints
You could try scattering a few objects

(unbreakable of course) onto a surface,

to create a totally uncontrived

arrangement, although a bit of tweaking

may be necessary to create a balanced

composition. More often than not, a

traditional still-life painting can look

rather artificial in the way that objects

have been over-carefully arranged to

achieve a comfortable looking image.

Another slightly unusual image can be

created by painting a group of objects

that are placed over to one side of the

viewpoint directly in front of you. In

Bottles and Glasses (page 57), all the

objects are leaning slightly to the right.

This is the product of a viewpoint taken

from the left of the set-up. By keeping

your head facing directly forward, and

turning your eyes to the right, or by just

turning your head a little, the objects

seen in your peripheral vision appear

tilted. Without going into a scientific

explanation for this, it is simply the

result of the way in which our eyes

focus. In this painting the effect is

emphasised by the angle of the papers

pinned to the wall in the background.

In the painting The Panama Hat

(above), with its viewpoint seemingly

taken from directly above, there is a

sharp contrast between the strong

horizontal boards and the curves of the

hat, and the shadows the strong

sunlight has created. Although the hat

was painted hanging on a nail on a

vertical surface, it could be assumed

that it has been actually placed on a

horizontal surface such as floorboards.

The composition could have worked

perfectly well at whichever angle it had

been cropped or turned, even though

the light source is from the

conventional top left.
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Kevin Scully
tutors on painting courses and

holidays at home and abroad. His book

Drawing and Painting on Location is

published by The Crowood Press, ISBN

9781785002403, price £16.99.

www.kevinscully.co.uk

t The Panama Hat, gouache, 19�14in

(48�35.5cm).

This rather enigmatic painting has just one

object on a background rich in colour and

detail. The hat was painted in solid colour,

and the background entirely in thin washes,

one laid over another. The intention with this

composition was to allow the viewer to

decide whether the hat was hanging on a

hook, or just lying on the floor. The

composition works equally well, rotated in

any direction

The positioning of objects on a page

can often create a sense of mild drama,

especially if they are cropped instead

of being placed comfortably within the

confines of the image border. By

placing items either very high up or

very low down, the emphasis of focus

can sometimes be shifted from the

objects onto the background or

shadows created by those objects.

More care has to be taken when

assuming a viewpoint from lower down,

as large parts of your objects may be

obscured by the surface on which they

are resting.

Materials
All the paintings here were created on

Saunders Waterford HP watercolour

paper, 140lb (300gsm), stretched onto a

drawing board with Gumstrip.

I use a selection of sable brushes by

Rosemary & Co and Winsor & Newton,

plus some synthetic brushes in various

sizes and shapes by Pro Arte.

I use Winsor & Newton, Schmincke

Horadam and Daler-Rowney gouache

paints. I have also been experimenting

with a relatively new range of excellent

colours by Melanie Cambridge, in tubes

with a useful flip-top lid to prevent

leakage (www.melaniecambridge.com) TA



T
he location you choose for your

painting could be somewhere

that means a lot to you,

somewhere you are familiar with,

or it could be a chance encounter.

Always be ready to capture those

transient moments – I keep minimal kit

with me at all times; it takes up little

space and encourages sketching and

doodling 

If you are unsure of where to start, I

suggest finding somewhere that

includes a hint of human presence,

such as a path, a road, a fence, or a

building seen from afar. Water, even

puddles, will bring light into your

composition. Think about a progression

from foreground into the distance, or at

least a hint of foreground. These are

devices that you might naturally tend

towards, as they mimic subconscious

primordial preferences to do with ideal

environments and a feeling of safety. 

Underpainting and first layers
I like to work on primed wooden

boards as they offer more resistance

than canvas, and I lay down a ground

colour so that it is dry when I want to

start. I always choose a mid-tone, warm,

neutral colour, a mixture of burnt

sienna, yellow ochre and whatever

green I have kicking about on my dirty

palette. This will set off anything that

goes on top, and is especially useful in

making the sky appear bright, cool and

fresh. It also makes it psychologically

easier to make the first mark when you

start the painting. 

For a sense of immediacy and

movement I like to do the whole

painting in one sitting. I try very hard

not to let it remain unfinished

overnight. This time limit means that I

include only what is essential and it is

difficult to overwork the painting.

I begin with a quick drawing in thin

dark brown paint to map out the

landscape and also to establish a

satisfying flow of lines on which to base

the composition. I think of Franz Kline's

strong, stark black-and-white

compositions, and try to feel out a

simple rhythm.

Next I build up the most obvious and

broad areas of colour. Always start with

the darkest areas – working from dark

to light will keep all the colours clearer,

you don't want your darks to become

creamy and muddy by putting them

over paler paint. I use a palette knife to

mix the colours, which allows me to mix

thoroughly and be in control of how

much paint I add to the mixture. I don't

tend to add any medium at this point,

keeping in mind the rule of fat-over-

lean. There should be less turpentine

(lean) in subsequent layers, and if

you've already used a fatty medium

(such as linseed or poppyseed oil), any

subsequent layers will need the same

or more. I apply the paint with a thick

chisel brush, thinly but opaquely. Using

a thick brush precludes any detail I

may be tempted to add and I can cover

the board very quickly. For the darkest

areas I smooth the paint with a palette

knife to reduce brushmarks, which can

catch the light.

Try not to leave gaps in the paint

unless they will add to the effect as

going back to fill them in can look

messy. Don't put down dark grey where

you know there will soon be a big area

of bright blue (the blue will look a bit

grubby); it is better to cover slightly
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Out in the landscape
Hester Berry demonstrates how to capture the landscape in oils, working 

alla-prima, and shares the details of her sketching kit 

more space than you will need, you can

always remove it with a knife or a cloth

if you need to. Regularly standing back

from the easel will help you see the

work as a whole.

Adding the brights
Now I am ready to add brighter colours

and lighter tones, but not bright

highlights at this stage, and the lighter

areas of cloud, or blue sky. It is

important to keep your palette knife

clean, and to have a clean spot on your

palette for this. It is worth spending

time getting your colours spot-on. 

I spend longer at my palette than at my

easel. You could add a little medium

here, it will help the paint sit on top of

previous layers. You don't need

medium for paint applied with a

palette knife – one or two swipes is all

you need otherwise you can disturb the

paint underneath, and bring up streaks

of a darker colour.

I continue to use as wide a brush as

possible so I am putting down bold

marks and not overdoing the detail. I

also use a palette knife for some areas

for textural variation. However, by this

stage I am really thinking carefully

about where I lay each mark – I don't

want to have to redo the original darker

marks. If areas are not really working,

be prepared to take drastic steps,

Hester’s sketching kit
l Seawhites A6 spiral-bound

sketchbook

l Joan of Art Sketching Tin 

(tiny and perfect for

travelling – it has

everything you need and

nothing more.

www.joacreations.com.

l Tombow Dual Tip Brush

Pens, Light Grey N75, Mid-

Grey N45 and Black N15

l Camera
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rather than keep unsatisfactory

elements – if some parts feel a bit flat, I

will break up the offending space with

an uncompromising mark to add variety

and interest. This is rather terrifying but

it often works. I also wipe or scratch the

paint away in areas, sometimes getting

back to the neutral ground layer that

was originally there.

AL LA  P R IMA  O I L S
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Finishing touches
When the painting is tonally balanced

and structurally sound, I add some

finishing touches, a suggestion here or

there. I put in the very brightest

highlights with titanium white, applied

with a very clean palette knife. You

need to be quite deliberate with this,

so as not to disturb the colour

underneath, and also to create as

smooth a surface as possible. Any

bumps or brushmarks can make

shadow, which detracts from the bright

white. I might also add a few darker

details with the palette knife. This is a

very intuitive stage, and you should

work carefully. I advise you to look out

of the window, or at another painting

for ten seconds, then come back with

fresher eyes. As soon as you feel you

are making marks that add nothing of

value, stop. That is why it is useful to

pause between each mark, to give

yourself the opportunity to stop, or at

least think hard about your next move.

Stopping is the tricky part!

DEMONSTRATION Instow

p My reference sketch
This was a quick drawing of the sun going down over Instow beach. 

I didn't have much time and it was freezing, so it's not beautifully

refined or accurately rendered, but it is enough to recall to my mind

the conditions of its creation

p STAGE TWO
I put down the darkest colours first, using a thick brush to establish the main shapes and largest

areas of tone and colour. There will be no detail at this stage

p STAGE ONE
This board was primed with a white primer (you could use gesso or

an oil-based primer, in conjunction with a sealant, or you can order

ready-primed boards and canvases). I used a rag and a little bit of

turpentine coarsely to rub in a warm sandy colour. I don't mind an

uneven coat, or scratchy marks showing through as it can add a bit

of depth and texture

STUDIO MATERIALS
l Easel, rags

l Palette (glass or wooden panel)

l Ampersand smooth primed artists'
panel

l Wide chisel paintbrushes, variety of
sizes

l Palette knife

l Zest-it solvent

l Michael Harding poppyseed oil 

l Daler-Rowney, Michael Harding and
Winsor & Newton colours: French
ultramarine, cobalt blue, chromium
oxide, viridian, yellow ochre, burnt
sienna, Indian red, lemon yellow,
cadmium yellow medium hue,
titanium white, crimson alizarin

TA
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Let Hester’s video inspire you to observe the world around you and use your sketchbooks:
https://painte.rs/2DH1tH9

q FINISHED PAINTING
Instow, Cold Evening, oil, 83⁄4�113⁄4cm
(22�30cm).
I added some suggestions of detail but not
too much. I finished with a bit more texture,
and some highlights where needed

p STAGE THREE
I made sure I was happy with the balance of colours, marks and tone. I tried to use a variety of
marks to make the surface interesting and give a sense of movement. Note that the sky appears
lighter towards the horizon

Hester Berry
studied at the University of Wales and
has an MA in Fine Art from Wimbledon
College of Art and taught life drawing
and painting in Brighton and London.
She now teaches and exhibits widely.

www.hesterberry.co.uk
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squares and rectangles in various sizes. 

I have recently discovered Rosemary

& Co and now use these almost

exclusively. I find the Ivory range keep

their shape and clean well, and my

favourites are long flats of different

sizes, mainly 4, 8 and 0. I am a very

messy worker and find the Daler-

Rowney tear-off paper palette the most

useful in this situation. 

I love colour and have never worked

with a limited palette. I like to

experiment with new colours and play

around. However my staples include:

Winsor & Newton titanium white, yellow

ochre, Naples yellow, burnt umber,

French ultramarine, viridian, and

Payne’s grey. I find purple lake very

useful in landscape too, and permanent

mauve is good in grey mixes for the

clouds. Old Holland Davey’s grey is

great for making green, especially

distant green as in the woods on the

horizon. I also use Old Holland Kings

blue deep and light, and cadmium

orange, which I love. It has a very

intense pigment and lasts a long time.

A minute touch of it with Naples yellow

light is brilliant for an evening sky.
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A challenge worth
embracing

I
blame my son. I have painted all

my life and, although I have done

some plein-air painting, my usual

method of working is very different.

However, with my plein-air painter son

Benjamin* constantly at my shoulder, 

I decided to set myself a challenge.

My house has a view of trees, hills 

and fields, and a collection of interesting

chimneys and rooftops, from one of the

bedrooms, so my challenge was to

paint this view, working at different

times of day and from various angles,

for a whole year. I planned to paint an

average of one picture a week. I work in

both chalk pastel and oil, and often use

palette knives, but I decided that these

paintings would be in oil with brushes. 

Supports, brushes and colours
My preferred support is canvas, but 

his was too expensive for this project,

so I prepared my own MDF boards with

one thinned and three neat coats of

Winsor & Newton Acrylic Gesso 

Primer. I cover all my supports with a

thin wash of brown madder or umber,

or whatever might be left on the

palette. I prepared a selection of

ABOVE LEFT July 25th, oil on board, 12�14in

(30.5�35.5cm).

One of the most difficult colours to mix is

green. The challenge here was to reproduce

all the different greens in front of me. I used

Old Holland Davey’s grey as a base for most

green mixes, varying the amount of different

yellows. I added blue as necessary, and some

Payne’s grey or touch of viridian. Pip Seymour

green earth deep is good for when green is

less blue

ABOVE  November 2nd, oil on board,

113⁄4�153⁄4in (30�40cm).

The trees had changed colour and become

more distinct as individuals rather than a

mass. I used Pip Seymour titanium orange

and cadmium yellow light and dark in the

highlights. Yellow ochre, Naples yellow and

purple lake were helpful in the softer colours.

This was an interesting view to paint, with the

sun picking out different parts of the trees

Quite a few Pip Seymour colours are

really different and it is fun to try them

out, for instance sky blue, titanium

orange (very good for autumn trees),

green earth deep, and verte paolo

Be inspired by Jane Hope to step out of your comfort zone and paint
unfamiliar subjects at different times of day – for a whole year  



Veronese. I love the strength of their

pigments.

Light
Light and weather were the first things

that make me decide which part of the

view to paint. The woods on the hills

make a strong horizon and one of the

first decisions was where to put this

line. Sometimes the pattern thrown up

by the light on the distant fields was

the attraction; the sky might be fairly

uniform or sweeping right across the

view, exciting and dramatic, and I put

the horizon low so that I could

concentrate on the clouds. I always

started a painting with this horizon line

roughly put in with a brush. In a similar

way I marked out the main shapes of

the composition.

Skies can change quite rapidly and I

learnt to put something down fast that

captured the moment. The way the sky

affects the colours in the landscape was

one of the biggest challenges of this

project. A blue shadow can turn into a

bright gold in a matter of seconds. A

field that looks brown is suddenly

green. At times like this it is hard not to

panic. My strategy was always to think

what I wanted the painting to say and

to decide which parts to capture, and

then to stick to it. This meant rapidly

stating the light and shadow and

working the rest up as time went on.

I enjoyed this challenge and I am

slightly obsessed. It is exciting to work

this way and there is a freshness about
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Jane Hope
is a member of the Oxford Art Society

and exhibits regularly in Oxfordshire

Artweeks. She has exhibited with the

Pastel Society and the Royal Institute of

Oil Painters. www.janehope.co.uk

TOP March 6th, oil on board, 8�153⁄4in

(20�40cm).

I carefully drew these chimney pots and

rooftops one dull day and they were ready to

paint when the sun shone one early morning.

I started on Monday morning until the light

moved on, and had to wait until Wednesday

for the sun to shine again

ABOVE March 2nd, oil on board, 8�193⁄4in

(20�50cm).

The most important thing about this view

was the sky. The clouds were racing and I had

to work fast to capture them. Greys for clouds

can be mixed in all sorts of ways, and can

include magenta, Naples yellow, cadmium

orange and Kings blue. It is good to

experiment

it, even in the failures. The experience

has improved my observation and

drawing skills and increased, if

possible, my view of the world as a

place to paint. I intend to keep up the

practice of painting on location but I

will also always paint in the way that is

natural and instinctive to me. I highly

recommend taking up a challenge and

working out of your comfort zone. TA

*Read Benjamin Hope’s articles in the July and

October 2016 issues of The Artist
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night and first thing each morning’; that

artist was Dante Gabriel Rossetti

(1828–82), co-founder of the Pre-

Raphaelite Brotherhood. 

For more than 40 years Lowry

maintained that Rossetti and Ford

Madox Brown (1821–93) were his

favourite artists. During the 1960s, when

the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood was

out of fashion with most collectors,

critics and the general public, he

bought 16 works by Rossetti, including

one of his especially famous paintings

of Proserpine (1877).

Official war artist
Laurence Stephen Lowry lived in

Lancashire all his life. He grew up in a

leafy part of Manchester, but by the

time he was 22, financial difficulties

forced him to move with his parents to

Pendlebury, an industrial suburban

town in the city of Salford. By then he

had worked as a clerk in an

accountancy firm for six years. He left,

and soon began working as a rent

collector, a job he kept for the rest of

his working life. When he went home

after work however, he painted late into

the night – and usually until the early
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Susie Hodge reviews an exhibition at the Lowry Gallery in Salford that explores
how and why Lowry developed his admiration for the Pre-Raphaelites

Lowry and the 
Pre-Raphaelites

F
amous for his simple industrial

landscapes featuring thin,

anonymous 'matchstick' figures,

often of factory workers, LS

Lowry (1887–1976) was mesmerised by

the art of the Pre-Raphaelite

Brotherhood in general and some of

their representations of dark, sensual

young women in particular. He claimed

that there was only one artist whose

work he wanted to 'look at last thing at

t Dante Gabriel Charles Rossetti (1828–82),

Joli Coeur, 1867, oil on panel, 15�111⁄2in

(38.1�30.2cm) Manchester Art Gallery

p Ford Maddox Brown (1821–93) study for

The Establishment of the Flemish Weavers in

Manchester in 1363, 1888, tempera on panel,

101⁄2�22in (27�55.9 cm) Manchester Art

Gallery



hours of the following morning. 

Lowry's distinctive painting style

included scenes of life in the industrial

districts of north-west England; streets

filled with buildings and thin, stylised

figures. None are communicating with

each other, and no changes of light or

weather effects are recorded. It was not

until he was in his 50s that Lowry

became recognised for his art. In 1943,

when he was 56, he was appointed an

official war artist, and ten years later he

was made an Official Artist at the

Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II. He

became familiar with many of the Pre-

Raphaelite paintings and drawings

through public collections in and

around Manchester. 

The Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood
In 1848, seven young men, including

Rossetti, William Holman Hunt and

John Everett Millais determined to

counteract the narrow approach of

accepted traditional academic painting.

They determined to be faithful to

nature, exploit the luminosity of colour,

and revitalise painting. In doing this,

they produced and promoted a style of
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TA

Lowry & The Pre-Raphaelites is at the Lowry,

Pier 8, Salford, M50 3AZ until February 24.

Admission is free.

www.thelowry.com/exhibitions/lowry-

the-pre-raphaelites

u Dante Gabriel Charles Rossetti (1828–82), The Bower

Meadow, 1850–72 oil, on canvas, 34�263⁄4in (86.5�68cm)

Manchester Art Gallery

painting that broke with centuries of

learning and from the adherence of

most artists' goals of painting. They

believed that the Italian Renaissance

master Raphael (1483–1520) had a

corrupting effect on art, and instead

they began creating what they

perceived as the more 'honest' styles of

painting that were created before – or

pre – Raphael. For a short time they

signed their paintings 'PRB.' Among

their innovations, the PRB painted on

white grounds so that their colours

were extra bright, and they worked with

painstaking care and exacting detail.

Although only a few paintings were

signed PRB, their style and approach

became popular among numerous

other artists, including for instance, Sir

Edward Coley Burne-Jones (1833–98). 

The Pre-Raphaelite Society
Lowry acquired much of his own Pre-

Raphaelite collection from the Stone

Gallery in Newcastle, which he often

visited. In 1966, he formed the Pre-

Raphaelite Society with his friend Tilly

Marshall, who owned the Stone Gallery,

and two years later, he bought

Rossetti's 1871 painting Pandora that

had an influence on several portraits he

painted of a young, dark, possibly

imaginary woman called Ann. He gave

Pandora to a young woman he treated as

a niece-goddaughter-pupil; Carol-Ann

Lowry. Despite the surname, Carol-

Anne is no relation. She had written to

Lowry when she was 13 and he was 70,

asking for his advice on how to become

an artist and he took her under his

wing. He gave her Rossetti's Pandora as

the Pre-Raphaelite Society required

ownership of a Pre-Raphaelite work for

membership.

The exhibition brings together more

than 40 works by Rossetti, Ford Madox

Brown, Burne-Jones and other artists

connected with the Pre-Raphaelite

group. Work on display by Rossetti

includes The Bower Meadow (1871–72)

above, Joli Coeur (1882) left, and Portrait

of Alexa Wilding (1873), a chalk sketch

that Lowry owned and kept on his

bedroom wall. 
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I
drew my friend the artist Arthur Neal the

other day. I have been painting invented

characters for such a long time that I

wondered how it would be if I drew

someone I know well. We have a long-lived

relationship and I thought it would be

interesting: I don’t want to flatter him, or sell

him a painting of himself as others might

see him, nor do I wish to caricature him or

use him as a type. As much as possible it

was an authentic activity. We sat at his

kitchen table and he tried to keep still as I

did some pretty rubbish drawings of him. 

Arthur taught me on my foundation

course. In many ways I blame him for my

being an artist, because it was Arthur who

showed me the seriousness of the activity.

Before then I was a whizz-kid who the tutors

thought was going to be a successful artist,

illustrator, designer or whatever. Arthur

allowed me to see that painting was an

activity that could go a lot deeper than fame

or wealth. Sadly though, in going deeper I

think I may have missed both these things.

It was hard to draw him because we do

have a good relationship and wanted to talk

about things; also I haven’t done much

drawing recently. At one point he said ‘I

notice you haven’t extended your thumb’;

he doesn’t paint or draw like me (I suppose

that should be the other way around). He

draws fast, instinctively and gesturally, and

his painting is the same. It seems to be a

rapid process, although there’s a lot of

thinking and scratching of his head and his

paintings sometimes go on for years.

Arthur seems to me to belong to a very

particular school of painting, which I

suppose you might call ‘expressive’. His roots

are in Bomberg and Auerbach, and

ultimately Cézanne, but his work might also

be called ‘lyrical’ – there is a definite colour

sensibility that makes his work distinctive

and, I am afraid to say, attractive. Arthur’s

work is much more popular than mine. I was

stupid enough to agree to show my work

with him a couple of years ago, in the

Linden Hall Studio, a gallery in Deal. It’s a

lovely place, and I like the owners very

much, but it was pretty depressing standing

there on my own in the private view while

Deal’s wealthiest fought over Arthur’s

paintings. His drawings are like

monochrome paintings, in that he puts

everything into the drawings except the

colour of the paint. My drawing is measured,

careful, tentative, and not at all like my

paintings. The posh word is ‘subordinate’ –

my drawings are subordinate to my

paintings in that they are simply about

gathering and recording visual information. I

don’t care much about how they look at the

end, because I don’t exhibit them, and am

always surprised if people like them. 

I don’t extend my thumb to measure

though. I rarely feel the need, I suppose. I
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Drawing Arthur

crouch over the drawing board and shade

things in, measuring and calculating. I do

need the sitter to sit still though, and he just

wouldn’t. The conversation was just too

interesting. We talked about teaching and

my foundation year. ‘You set out to criticise

everything I taught you’ he said. I wish I had,

but unfortunately it’s not my style. What

actually happened was that I tried very hard

to understand and to act on what he said,

but found the gestural, instinctive process

too problematic. Also, my paintings looked

too much like Arthur’s. I thought there must

be a position in which I could act more

deliberately, and I was actually led to this in

large part by an anecdote Arthur himself

told. He had been a wildly gestural painter

at Camberwell Art School, trowelling on

paint in an effort to outdo his hero Frank

Auerbach, until one day one of the lecturers

talked about the different qualities of paint.

Arthur had been using it in the manner

more of cement up till then, but this lecturer

leant over and took a tiny dab of ultramarine

on his thumb. ‘Look at this’, he said, as he

gently smeared the rich blue over his skin.

‘Look how much it can cover, and look how

rich the colour remains’.

Arthur looked, and then looked at the

great lumps of paint layered so thickly on

his canvas that their colour was more or less

lost against their physical presence. He told

me that was the moment that he lost

confidence in working that way, and it was

some time – in fact, it was around the time

he taught me – until his work took on that

‘freedom’ and energy again. 

My second drawing wasn’t so good either.

Generally, I think, the first drawing is a bit

caricatural, the second awkward, as I wrestle

between what I think I know and what I am

actually looking at, and the third starts to

get a bit closer to something that surprises

me, a new way of seeing someone perhaps. 

I started the third, confident that it would all

work out. It didn’t. By the time I had finished,

Arthur looked like a particularly seedy vicar.

In my drawing of course. Not in real life. 

I started another one, and got him to turn

his head around, but not before he saw the

drawings. ‘Look at those laugh lines’.

‘Nothing’s that funny, Arthur’. It’s an old joke

but we are old friends. 

Arthur 1, pencil, 8�8in (20�20cm) Arthur 2, pencil, 8�8in (20�20cm)

Arthur 3, pencil, 8�8in (20�20cm) Arthur 4, pencil, 8�8in (20�20cm)

CHARL E S  W I L L I AMS ’ S  MUS INGS

Charles Williams NEAC, RWS, Cert.RAS is a

painter, writer and lecturer.
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Check out the latest competitions to enter and make a note of important deadlines

National Open Art

Details: Open to all artists living or
professionally based in the United
Kingdom or Republic of Ireland, the
National Open Art competition
invites entries in painting, drawing,
original print, photography, digital
art, miniatures and wall-hung
installations, with two categories –
for adults and children. Selected
works will be exhibited in London
and at Pallant House Gallery,
Chichester.  

When: Registration and submissions
now open; closes on January 6. 

Contact: Full details and to enter go
to: www.nationalopenart.org

Royal Birmingham Society
of Artists’ Open All Media
Exhibition

Details: Artists working in all media
are invited to enter up to three 2D or
six 3D works. Digital submission in
the first instance. Please consult the
application pack for full details. An
exhibition of selected work will go
on show at the RBSA Gallery, 4 Brook
Street, Birmingham, from March 14
to April 13.  

When: Submissions deadline:
January 30, 4pm. Handing-in day:
March 10.

Cost: £13 per 2D work; £13 per two
3D works. 

Contact: Download application
packs from www.rbsa.org.uk or
send sae to RBSA Gallery, 4 Brook
Street, St. Paul’s, Birmingham 
B3 1SA. 

Royal Institute of Painters in
Water Colours (RI)

Details: Annual open exhibition of
the Royal Institute of Painters in
Water Colours (RI), featuring the best
in modern and traditional
contemporary watercolour painting.
Acceptable media are watercolour or
water-soluble media, including
acrylic, ink or gouache painted on
paper or a paper-based support, but
not water-soluble oil. Artists over the
age of 18 may submit up to six
works; up to four may be selected.
Numerous prizes and awards are
offered including the Leathersellers’
Prize of £1,000 awarded to an artist
aged between 18 and 30; the Matt
Bruce Memorial Award for the most
outstanding use of light and colour,
£500; the Schmincke Award, and
many other prizes. All work must be
for sale, minimum price £450. An
exhibition of selected work will go
on show at the Mall Galleries,
London, from April 3 to 18.  

www.painters-online.co.uk

When: Submission deadline: 
January 4, 12 noon. Handing-in day:
February 9, 10am to 5pm.

Cost: £18 per work; under-35s, £12
per work. Paintings must be framed
and no larger than 941⁄2in (240cm) in
the largest dimension. Download full
terms and conditions from
www.mallgalleries.org.uk 

Contact: Mall Galleries, The Mall,
London SW1. Apply online for
preselection at www.registration
mallgalleries.org.uk

) 020 7930 6844

Royal Watercolour Society
Contemporary Watercolour
Competition 2019

Details: Established by the Royal
Watercolour Society, this annual
competition aims to encourage
innovation and experimentation in
all water-based media and provides
a prestigious platform for both
established and emerging artists.
Prizes include artists’ materials, cash,
exhibiting awards and much more.
An exhibition of selected work will
go on show at the Bankside Gallery,
Thames Riverside, 48 Hopton Street,
London SE1 9JH, from March 8 to 20. 

When: Submission deadline: 
January 14, 11.59pm.

Cost: £15 per entry with discounts
on multiple entries. Download
application pack at
www.royalwatercoloursociety.co.uk/
competition 

Contact: The Royal Watercolour
Society;
www.royalwatercoloursociety.co.uk

) 020 7928 7521

Royal Society of Portrait
Painters (RP)

Details: The RP seeks submission of
new and traditional artistic models
and perspectives in portraiture from
artists aged 18 and over. All media
accepted, including original prints
but excluding sculpture. Prizes
include the Ondaatje Prize for
Portraiture, £10,000, plus the
society’s gold medal for the most
distinguished painting in the
exhibition; the de Laszlo Foundation
Award, £3,000 plus a silver medal for

the most outstanding portrait by an
artist aged 35 or under; The Prince of
Wales’s Award for Portrait Drawing,
£2,000; the Burke’s Peerage
Foundation Award, £2,000 for the
most classically inspired portrait in
the exhibition. The exhibition of
selected work will go on show at the
Mall Galleries, from May 9 to 24.

When: Submission deadline:
February 22, 12 noon. Handing-in
day: February 23, 10am to 5pm.

Cost: £18 per work; under-35s, £12
per work. Download full terms and
conditions from
www.mallgalleries.org.uk 

Contact: Mall Galleries, The Mall,
London SW1.

) 020 7930 6844

St Barbe Museum and Art
Gallery Open 2019

Details: Entries are invited from all
artists and in all media, including
sculpture, on any theme. Prizes
include £300 for the best
contemporary work; and the
People’s Choice award of £300. An
exhibition of selected work will go
on show at St Barbe Museum and
Art Gallery, Lymington, Hampshire,
from March 22 to June 2.

When: Submissions deadline:
February 24; with handing-in days
on March 14 and 15.

Contact: St Barbe Museum and Art
Gallery, New Street, Lymington,
Hampshire SO41 9BH; www.stbarbe-
museum.org.uk

) 01590 676969

World Illustration Awards
2019

Details: The Association of
Illustrators invites entries from
illustrators working in any medium,
context or geographical location for
their annual competition. Work
created since January 2018 can be
entered into one of eight categories,
either as a new talent or a
professional entry.

When: Submissions deadline:
January 31.

Contact: Enter online at www.
theaoi.com/world-illustration-awards

) +44 020 7759 1012

OPPORTUNITIES & COMPETITIONS

A much larger selection of opportunities can be viewed

on our website, where you will find a list of workshops,

tutors, painting holidays and more. 

www.painters-online.co.uk
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Sending-in days

BP Portrait Award 2019

Details: Now in its 40th year, the BP
Portrait Award encourages artists to
focus on and develop portraiture
within their work. Entrants must be
aged 18, but there is no upper age
limit. The competition is open to
artists from around the world. Work
must be predominantly painted in
oil, tempera or acrylic and must be
on a stretcher or board, preferably
framed and unglazed. No
watercolours, works on paper or
pastels will be considered, nor will
work previously submitted for the
competition. The painting should be
based on a sitting or study from life
and the human figure must
predominate. One entry per person.
First prize, £35,000 plus a
commission worth £7,000; BP Travel
Award open to all entrants; BP Young
Artist Award for the best portrait
painted by an artist under 30. The
exhibition of selected works will go
on show at the National Portrait
Gallery, St. Martin’s Place, London
WC2 from June to September, before
touring to other venues in the UK.

When: Submissions deadline:
January 21.

Cost: £40, one entry per person;
digital selection in the first instance. 

Contact: Full details available online
at www.npg.org.uk/bpdetails 

The Harley Open

Details: Biennial competition open
to professional and amateur artists
working in any medium. Prizes
include The Harley Prize, £1,000; the
Judges Prize, £500; the Storycatcher’s
Prize, £250 plus The People’s Prize.
Around 140 entries will be selected
for exhibition at The Harley Gallery,
Welbeck in Nottinghamshire, from
January 19 to March 24.

When: Submissions deadline:
January 2 to 6.

Contact: Details and submission
available at
www.harleygallery.co.uk

The Merrion Plinth

Details: New biennial contemporary
art prize, granting €5,000 to the
winning artist chosen through open
submission to create a new work to
be displayed for two years in the
Garden Foyer of The Merrion Hotel,
Dublin, Ireland. 

When: Submissions deadline:
February 8. 

Contact: www.merrionhotel.com

) 353 1 603 0600

February 2019



House of Illustration
2 Granary Square, 

King’s Cross N1.

☎ 020 3696 2020; www.

houseofillustration.org.uk  

100 Figures: The Unseen Art

of Quentin Blake; 

until January 27.

Jonathan Cooper
Gallery
20 Park Walk SW1.

☎ 020 7351 0410 

www.jonathancooper.co.uk  

Andrew Macara: New Work; 

February 14 to March 2. 

Mall Galleries
The Mall SW1.
☎ 020 7930 6844 
www.mallgalleries.org.uk   
FBA Futures 2019; work by
selected 2018 graduates,
January 8 to 19.
Looking for Georgia: New
Mexico in the Footsteps of
Georgia O’Keeffe; paintings
by Lydia Bauman,
February 25 to March 2.
The Wapping Group of
Artists: London and its River; 
February 25 to March 2. 

National Gallery
Trafalgar Square WC2.
☎ 020 7747 2885
www.nationalgallery.org.uk 
Courtauld Impressionists:

From Manet to Cézanne;
until January 20.
Mantegna and Bellini;
until January 27.
Lorenzo Lotto Portraits;  
until February 10. 
Landseer’s The Monarch of
the Glen;  
until February 3.

Royal Academy of Arts

Piccadilly W1.

☎ 020 7300 8000

www.royalacademy.org.uk

Klimt/Schiele; drawings from

the Albertina Museum, Vienna,

until February 3.

Tate Britain 
Millbank SW1.
☎ 020 7887 8888
www.tate.org.uk
Turner Prize;  
until January 6.
Edward Burne-Jones;  
until February 24.

Tate Modern
Bankside SE1.
☎ 020 7887 8888
www.tate.org.uk
Pierre Bonnard: The Colour
of Memory;  
January 23 to May 6.
Magic Realism;  
exploring the art of the
Weimar Republic,
until July 14.

LONDON   
Bankside Gallery
48 Hopton Street SE1.

☎ 020 7928 7521

www.banksidegallery.com

Mini Picture Show;works on a

small scale by members of the

RWS and RE, 

until January 20.

Be Part of Art; showing work

from the RWS Diploma

Collection alongside work by

current members,

January 30 to February 3.

Barbican Art Gallery
Silk Street EC2.

☎ 020 7638 8891

www.barbican.org.uk  

Modern Couples: Art,

Intimacy and the Avant-

garde; exploring creative

relationships across painting,

sculpture, photography,

design and literature,

until January 27.

Dulwich Picture Gallery 
Gallery Road SE21.

☎ 020 8693 5254; www.

dulwichpicturegallery.org.uk

Ribera: Art of Violence; 

until January 27.

Harald Sohlberg: Painting

Norway;

February 13 to June 2.

REGIONS

BATH

Victoria Art Gallery
Bridge Street.

☎ 01225 477244

www.victoriagal.org.uk

Nick Cudworth: Bath Night

Paintings 2003-18; 

until Feburary 17.

On Paper: from the Arts

Council Collection;  

until February 17.   

BRISTOL

Royal West of England
Academy
Queens Road.

☎ 0117 973 5129

www.rwa.org.uk

Albert Irvin and Abstract

Expressionism; 

until March 3.

CHICHESTER

Pallant House Gallery
9 North Pallant.

☎ 01243 774557

www.pallant.org.uk

Karl Hagedorn: Rhythmical

Expressions; 

until February 3.

Julian Trevelyan: An Artist

EXHIBITIONS

and His World; Also, Mary

Fedden: Colour and

Simplicity, 

until February 10.

Norman Ackroyd: Wild Isles;

landscape etchings,

until February 24. 

DITCHLING

Ditchling Museum of
Art & Craft
Lodge Hill Lane, Hassocks.

☎ 01273 844744

www.ditchlingmuseum

artcraft.org.uk

Max Gill: Wonderground

Man; maps, illustrations and

humorous works by Max Gill,

younger brother of Eric Gill,

until April 28.

GUILDFORD

Watts Gallery
Down Lane, Compton.

☎ 01483 810235

www.wattsgallery.org.uk

Christina Rossetti: Vision &

Verse; portraits and drawings,

until March 17.

In Print: Making

Impressions; 

until January 6.

Inspired by Nature; prints

and paintings by Celia Lewis, 

January 12 to February 24.   
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p Nick Cudworth Walcot Parade, giclée print, 15�30in (38�76cm), at the Victoria Art Gallery, Bath until February 17 

Victoria 
Art Gallery,

Bath



ILMINSTER

Ilminster Arts Centre
The Meeting House, East

Street.

☎ 01460 55783

www.themeetinghouse.org.uk

Open Prizewinners;

featuring work by seven

prizwinning artists in the 2018

Ilminster Open Competition,

January 2 to 19.

KENDAL

Abbot Hall Art Gallery
Kirkland.

☎ 01539 722464 

www.abbothall.org.uk 

Grayson Perry – Julie Cope’s

Grand Tour: The Story of a

Life; 

until February 16.

John Harden (1772-1847):

19th century watercolour

landscapes; 

until February.

LIVERPOOL

Tate Liverpool
Albert Dock.

☎ 0151 702 7400

www.tate.org.uk/liverpool 

Fernand Léger; 

until March 17.

Op Art in Focus;

until June 16.

NEWCASTLE
UPON TYNE

Laing Art Gallery
New Bridge Street.

☎ 0191 278 1611; 

www.laingartgallery.org.uk 

Exposed: The Naked

Portrait; nude portraits from

the National Portrait Gallery,

London, 

until March 3.

NORWICH

Norwich Castle Museum
and Art Gallery
Castle Hill.

☎ 01603 495897; www.

museums.norfolk.gov.uk 

Visible Women; women

artists from the modern and

contemporary collection, 

until April 28.

John Sell Cotman in London; 

until June 9.

NOTTINGHAM

The Djanogly Gallery

Lakeside Arts, University of

Nottingham.

☎ 0115 846 7777

www.lakesidearts.org.uk

Beyond Camden Town: The

Late Works of Harold

Gilman; 

until February 10.
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To submit details of an exhibition for

possible listing here, email Jane Stroud at

jane@tapc.co.uk; telephone 01580 763673

p Harald Sohlberg Sun Gleam, 1894, oil on canvas, 283⁄4�231⁄4in (73�59cm), at the

Dulwich Picture Gallery, London from February 13 to June 2 

PENZANCE

Penlee House Gallery 
and Museum
Morab Road.

☎ 01736 363625

www.penleehouse.org.uk

Penlee Inspired; 

until January 5.

Luminaries: Victorian

Photographers in West

Cornwall; 

January 12 to March 16.

POOLE

The Gallery Upstairs
Upton Country Park; www.

thegalleryupstairs.org.uk

Barbara Evans: A Life in Art;

an exhibition in celebration of

her life-long love of art,

February 16 to 24.

SHEFFIELD

Graves Gallery 
Surrey Street.

☎ 0114 278 2600: www.

museums-sheffield.org.uk

Wilhelmina Barns-Graham:

Sea, Rock, Earth and Ice;

until March 16.

Millennium Gallery
Arundel Gate.

☎ 0114 278 2600; www.

museums-sheffield.org.uk

Darkness into Light;

until January 13.

WALSALL

New Art Gallery
Gallery Square.

☎ 01922 654400; www.the

newartgallerywalsall.org.uk 

Walsall Society of Artists; 

annual exhibition,

until January 6.

Elizabeth Magill; 

until January 20.

WOKING

The Lightbox
Chobham Road.

☎ 01483 737800 

www.thelightbox.org.uk

Impressionism: The Art 

of Life;

until January 13.

Cyril Mann: Painter of Light

and Shadow; nudes,

landscapes and still life,

January 12 to March 31.

YORK

York Art Gallery
Exhibition Square.

☎ 01904 687687 

www.yorkartgallery.org.uk

The BFG in Pictures;

original illustrations by

Quentin Blake,

until February 24.

Lucie Rie: Ceramics &

Buttons;

until May.

SCOTLAND

EDINBURGH

City Art Centre 
2 Market Street.

☎ 0131 529 3993

www.edinburgh

museums.org.uk

Edwin G. Lucas: An

Individual Eye; 

until February 10.

Scottish National
Gallery of Modern Art 
73 Belford Road.

☎ 0131 624 6200

www.nationalgalleries.org

Andy Warhol and Eduardo

Paolozzi: I Want to be a

Machine; exploring the

artists’ mutual fascination for

automation, machines and

mechanical processes,

until June 2.

WALES

CARDIFF

National Museum
Cathays Park.

☎ 0300 111 2333

www.museum.wales/cardiff

Kyffin Williams: the Artist

and Amgueddfa Cymru;

marking the 100th

anniversary of Kyffin’s birth,

until May 1.

CONWY

Royal Cambrian
Academy
Crown Lane.

☎ 01492 593413.

www.rcaconwy.org

Open Exhibition 2019; 

January 5 to February 9.

LLANDUDNO

Mostyn
12 Vaughan Street.

☎ 01492 879201

www.mostyn.org

Ruth Thomas: Last Words;

celebrating printmaking,

until January 27.

SWANSEA

Glynn Vivian
Alexandra Road.

☎ 01792 516900

www.swansea.gov.uk/

glynnvivian

In-sight 16; new work by

artists from North Wales,

until January 27. 

Dulwich
Picture
Gallery, 

IRELAND

DUBLIN

National Gallery of
Ireland 
Merrion Square.  

☎ +353 1 661 5133;

www.nationalgallery.ie

Zurich Portrait Prize 2018;

annual portrait competition,

until January 13.
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Reviewed by Henry Malt

Some of the books reviewed here can be purchased by our UK readers from our online bookshop: 
visit www.painters-online.co.uk/store and click on the link for books

Dynamic Watercolours
Jane Betteridge

If you want to get
adventurous with
watercolour, this book
will both inspire and
tell you just about
everything you need
to know. Jane is not
an experimenter for
experiment’s sake and
her results are always
driven by creativity. The ways of getting there
stretch the capabilities of her medium to
their very limits. This is an exciting book that
makes full use of colour, surfaces, textures
and pastes as well as inks, gouache and salt.
The demonstrations, as befits the book, are
more dynamic in style and less geared
towards the step-by-step style of titles aimed
at the beginner. Jane takes her work and her
readers seriously and this is more a collection
of ideas that you’ll want to develop for
yourself rather than a series of exercises to
copy. This is an enjoyable foray into the
splendidly diverse possibilities of the
medium.
Search Press £15.99, 144 pages (P/B)
ISBN 9781782215578

Edwin G Lucas – an individual eye
Helen E Scott

In art, idiosyncracy
can be a code word
for something to
avoid. But it is the
only way to describe
the work of Edwin G
Lucas. Discovering
Surrealism in the
1930s, he adopted
many of its forms
and blended them
with his own already
very personal world view. The result is
possibly like nothing else you’ve ever seen
but, once discovered, you immediately want
more. That Lucas was a sensitive and
sympathetic interpreter is immediately

apparent from his conventional portraits, two

of which, along with other figurative work,

are included here. What distinguishes these,

and his landscapes, is his use of colour, which

doesn’t appear unconventional until you

start to look closely. Odd juxtapositions

suddenly add up to pure naturalism. When

he abandons reality, Lucas’ work starts to

become analytical and his subjects take on

an intriguing, albeit sometimes disturbing,

life of their own. Great fun.

Sansom & Company £20, 80 pages (P/B)
ISBN 9781911408208

ART BOOKS
Beginner’s Guide to Painting with Oil

Pastels
Tim Fisher

If you thought oil
pastels were just
something for your
children, think again.
As Tim makes clear
in his introduction,
they were invented
100 years ago as a
means of combining
the convenience of
wax crayons with the quality of pigments
suited to more serious art. They have,
however, struggled to escape the schoolroom
connection and have been too frequently
overlooked. This book is aimed at the
beginner, so you’ll need to balance this
approach and detailed step-by-step
demonstrations against the quality of work
that Tim produces and adapt the way you use
this, one of the very few books on this
subject. Persistence will be rewarded and,
with a minimal amount of equipment, you
can discover a medium that, while perfect for
outdoor sketching, is capable of the subtle
effects more often associated with chalk
pastels or even watercolour.
Search Press, £10.99, 96 pages (P/B)
ISBN 9781782215509

Patrick Heron
Ed Andrew Wilson & Sara Matson

This concise and readable survey of the life
and work of Patrick Heron accompanies a
major retrospective exhibition at the Tate St
Ives and Turner Contemporary galleries. The
authors examine Heron’s role in British 20th-
century art together
with his part in
breaking new
ground in abstract
painting of the
1950s. The book is
illustrated with
works from
throughout his
career, arranged by
theme.
Consideration is given to his use of scale,
colour and composition and attention is
drawn to his emphasis on the processes of
looking and seeing. These analyses are
accompanied by essays that look at Heron’s
position in relation to French and American
painting, both of which strongly influenced
him. This is an important work and acts as an
introduction as well as a more than satisfying
retrospective.
Tate/Pavilion £25, 160 pages (H/B)
ISBN 9781911624318

In Perspective
Robert E Wells

Robert Wells is an artist who is hard to
categorise. Loose, colourful,
impressionistic, often almost abstract, his
paintings capture the essence of his
subjects perfectly. When detail is
necessary, it is there, even if only hinted
at. Otherwise, the viewer is presented
with an image
that captures a
feeling of
presence that
can be hard to
pull off. In a
view of St
Martin-in-the-
Fields in
London,
hurrying
figures are almost indistinguishable from
street furniture and vehicles are merely
suggested shapes. The sense is of a chilly
autumn day, the season indicated by the
last of the leaves on the foreground tree.
This book, with its variety of subject
matter, is relevant to the practising artist
not for any instruction or technical detail,
but as an example of how information
can be imparted by mere suggestion.
Rewind Books £20, 116 pages (H/B)
ISBN 9781527227033

Learn Acrylics Quickly
Soraya French

This excellent series concentrates on the
fundamentals without reducing them to
a lowest common denominator. The
authors
have been
chosen not
only
because
they are
experts in
their field,
but are also
popular
with the intended audience – you’d
actively seek their advice. The approach is
illustration-led, with explanatory captions
and the whole brought together by short
paragraphs that sum up the topic in
question. Soraya French has an attractive,
loose and colourful style that makes the
most of acrylic’s properties. She covers
landscapes, still lifes and figures as well as
technical aspects that include working
with knives as well as brushes, fluid as
well as body colours and colour mixing.
Batsford £9.99, 112 pages (H/B)
ISBN 9781849944991
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ENTER NOW

To win one of five sets of four
59ml bottles of ProColour™

Liquid Acrylics visit:

www.painters-online.co.uk

the online home of
and  

magazines, and click on the links 
to competitions. Closing date 

for entries is March 1, 2019. 
Winners will be selected at 

random from all online entries.

When completing your details please 
make sure you opt in to receive our 

great regular email newsletters so that 
we can keep you up to date with what’s 
new at PaintersOnline, including the 
latest features, images in the galleries, 

new competitions and other great offers.

PAINTERSONLINE
and ProColour Competition

PaintersOnline , the online
home of Leisure Painter and
The Artist has teamed up 
with ProColour™ to offer you
the chance to win one of five
sets of four 59ml bottles of
ProColour™ Liquid Acrylics.
Each set includes three
primaries and a white with a
total value of £34(rrp) per set.

ProColour™ is made to a unique
formula and offers the artist a
professional-quality pigment-rich paint
with a matte finish which is waterproof
when dry, allowing colours to be over-
painted without re-activating or
smudging. All 84 colours are water–based
and fully intermixable and are available in
59ml bottles. They are also non-toxic.
ProColour™ is suitable for all styles of

painting where purity, depth of colour
and permanence are essential. The
pigments are chosen for their high
lightfastness. With its high pigment

concentration ProColour™ provides
opacity when used straight from the
bottle as an acrylic or gouache but
allows for massive dilution creating the
translucency or transparency needed
by the watercolour artist. For more
information visit www.procolour.net
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F
or many, the prospect of painting
figures, either as a focal point or 
as accessories to a scene, can be 

a daunting one. Paintings that otherwise
jaunt along happily can falter at the
dreaded prospect; figures risk being the
wrong scale, overworked, cautiously
understated, distorted, of a different

style to the rest of the painting or simply
with no coherent style or method at all.
Unfortunately figures are often an

essential part of a scene; without them
urban spaces look lonely and lacklustre,
and they add meaningful scale, a sense 
of recession and a sense of place and
perspective we can relate to, in many
outdoor scenes.

Wet Day, New York (below right) shows
a range of figures at varying scales and
degrees of resolution in back, middle and
foregrounds, and it can be useful to
consider them in this way, in effect as
either the extras, the supporting cast or
the stars, although as we shall see there 
is no definitive right or wrong way to go
about painting them. Hopefully,
describing some of the problems and my
solutions to them might help you to think
about your own approach.

The extras
Let’s look at the ‘extras’ first, those who
populate the background in a painting.
My approach to including the smallest
scale, incidental figures, is to keep them
simple, expressed almost in a shorthand,
‘filling out’ a painting, which might
otherwise look vacant and unconvincing
without them. Wet Day, New York contains
typical examples, and features many of
the traits I include. 
The figures are svelte and streamlined,

often with a single vertical stroke for the
head, which is narrow and upright,
followed by a few strokes to suggest the
body. Here you will see two different
colour palettes. In Wet Day, New York, the
colours are muted as befits the drab day,
while in Barcelona, The Latin Quarter
(left) they are upbeat and fresh, including
burnt sienna for the head stroke and
richer mainstream colour for the rest, 
to enhance that Mediterranean mood. 
For distant figures I paint quickly so

colours and shapes blend – we don’t 
want individual definition at this distance,
except perhaps a little clarity around the
head and shoulders. Lower portions are
sometimes wetted away with a damp
brush, and feet almost never figure –
they are ungainly and break the rhythm. 
I sometimes place paint in the upper
body and wipe it vertically with my finger,
using the paper’s tooth to produce
arbitrary, indistinct and broken edges. 
I rarely, if ever, draw them first other than
to signify with a lightweight mark that
they will be added to some places and
not to others, and in doing so check the
effect they will have on the balance of 

Part 1 Brian Smith looks at some of the problems associated with rendering
figures in watercolour. This month, figures in the background and middle distance

Figures in watercolour

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

■ Improve your knowledge and
understanding of  figures

■ Incorporate figures into your
watercolour paintings 

■ Loosen up your brushstrokes

Watercolour

Barcelona, the Latin Quarter, watercolour on Bockingford 140lb NOT watercolour paper,
15x11in. (38x28cm). Note that distant figures are often monochrome and monotone, being
symptoms of both aerial perspective and contre jour, to heighten the mood.

▼
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a painting. They rarely have enough
information in them to warrant more 
than that and to go further can draw more
attention to them than is their due. With
just a little painting practice, drawing 
at this scale becomes unnecessary and
ensures your figure remains impromptu
and fluid.
Avoid the temptation to describe all the

limbs; it is not appropriate. A carefully
placed amorphous blob can work better
for you, as in the painting of St Mark’s
Square, Venice (above) where I have 
also added light figures over darker
backgrounds using body colour.
All these methods ensure that the

figures, while convincing, do not play 
a major role in the piece. If I want to add
impact, I might consider a halo of light
around the heads and shoulders, achieved
by painting a negative shape around the
figure, as in Barcelona, the Latin Quarter,
or touching up with a little white gouache. 

The supporting cast
The ‘supporting cast’ figure is neither
the focus of a painting nor the incidental
space filler. The figures are not the largest
single element in the composition and are
often middle-ground figures. There are
several ways of dealing with figures at 
this scale, especially in regard to their
defintion. In Triumphal Arch (page 39) 
I placed paint quickly, wet into wet, in 
the middle-ground figures on the left,
transgressing boundaries, but using the
white of the paper to create found (hard) ▼

St Mark’s Square, Venice, watercolour on Whatman 140lb NOT watercolour paper, 11x15in. (28x38cm). Using white body colour (gouache),
either on its own or added to other transparent watercolour pigments, gives the placement of figures light over dark, the same freedom of choice
as dark over light, relieving the need to plan in advance, freeing up the watercolour process and helping the rhythm of the painting.

▼

Wet Day, New York, watercolour on Whatman 140lb NOT watercolour paper, 11x15in.
(28x38cm). The ‘extras’ at the rear are understated and quite vague. Note how the dark figure 
in the centre is made the focus, partly through scale although he is not the largest figure.
Contrast, mixture intensity and clarity of edge tip the balance. No other figure in the painting 
has all three of these.

▼

FEBRUARY 2019 £4.50

WE’RE PASSIONATE
ABOUT PAINTING!

TRY PASTEL
7 steps to
success!

GOUACHE 
Step-by-step
landscape

PLAN AND PLAY
Take a fresh look
at watercolour

PEN & INK
Develop your
drawing skills 

Try our 31-day
painting challenge

SCRATCHBOARD
Build confidence
and know-how

Easy steps for
beginners!

Paint animals
in pastels

THE UK’S BEST-SELLING LEARN-TO-PAINT MAGAZINE

issues 
for only5
£5!

Subscribe to Leisure Painter

and receive your first 
5 issues for only £5. Your
rolling subscription will
continue at £9.99 quarterly,
saving 30% – and you are
free to cancel at any time.

GO BACK TO BASICS
with our great special o�er with

Leisure Painter is the UK’s best-selling learn-to-paint magazine.
It is aimed at beginners and amateur painters, and is packed
with tutorials, demonstrations and practical advice.

ONLINE AT www.painters-online.co.uk/store
and enter code TALP1902 or call 01580 763315 and quote code TALP1902
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Upload images of your own work, receive valuable feedback
and the chance to see your work published in The Artist and
win a voucher to spend on art materials with Jackson’s by
visiting our website at www.painters-online.co.uk/gallery

sponsored by 

G
odolphin Blues by Les Trewin is a

direct representation of a scene

he captured at a National Trust

heritage site in Cornwall, which

he visited in 2018. He writes: ‘It would be

easy to wax lyrical about the sublime

beauty of the natural landscape bursting

into life on a warm, sunny day in late

spring; to describe the carpet of blue

created by a wide expanse of bluebells

set in a leafy green meadow and bathed

in the late afternoon glow of the sun; to

be surrounded by the long sweet-

smelling grass as it dances in the gentle

breeze. A lot of that is probably true, but 

I think the painting is more primitive 

than that.

‘To put this into context: I was born in

Lancashire in the early 1960s at the tail

end of a thriving cotton industry. I grew up

surrounded by oppressive Victorian

sandstone mills, turned black from the

incessant rain as they sat at the base of

the Pennines. I later escaped to

undertake formal art training in the

stunning port of Falmouth. It should come

as no surprise that I was drawn to the

industrial landscape of the docks but this

time juxtaposed against a rugged coastal

panorama where the purity of light began

to influence the way I use colour in my

work.

‘Godolphin Blues therefore describes a

direct relationship between me and my

immediate environment. Although the

image seeks to celebrate a natural chaotic

woodland scene, there is careful

consideration given to the architecture of

the landscape, which I think relates back

to my experience of the harsh man-made

environments of cotton mills and later

industrial shipyards. The intense colour of

my work is almost an anti-viral reaction to

the bleak urban surroundings I grew up in

during my youth. The outcome is an

intense patchwork of shape and colour

which depicts my emotional response to

my surroundings at the time.’  

WIN £50 TO SPEND AT JACKSON’S! 

Les Trewin Godolphin Blues,  water-mixable

oils, 40�32in (101.5�81cm)

Meet this month’s
editor’s choice winner
from our PaintersOnline
gallery, who receives a
£50 Jackson’s Art
Supplies gift voucher

Painters Online editor’s choice

If you would like to see more of Les’s work go to

www.artysancotswolds.co.uk or visit the gallery,

Artysan Fine Art, at The Square, Stow-on-the-

Wold, Gloucestershire GL54 1AF;

www.artysancotswolds.co.uk 
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ART COURSES & HOLIDAYS

Pain� ng Retreat
Chateâu de la Chesnaye

in the Loire Valley
Demonstra� ons and discussions on art by 

Jackson Wrede from Notre Dame University.
Private, luxurious en-suites. Wholesome French cuisine. 

Fabulous regional wines. Pain� ng materials included.

Sandra Kelly Williams
+353 86 045 5888

www.chesnaye.com   
info@chesnaye.com

art holidays in cornwall

All abilities
Spacious light studio 
One, three and six day courses throughout the year
Small groups with plenty of individual tuition
Visit Britain 4 star accommodation
For location work we use the coast,  
moors and the Tamar Valley

‘a great deal more than just a painting holiday...’       

Tel 01579 383491
www.callingtonartschool.com

Create Art with Us!
Fantastic art tuition for creative minds!

Learn the basics or develop your art 
skills in a warm, friendly, knowledgeable 
environment, where everyone is 
encouraged to be creative and original

Book online at - www.pureartworkstudio.co.uk
phone: 07900 606510 email: cate@pure-artwork.com

We offer workshops in the following: Watercolours, Oils, 
Acrylics, Graphite, Charcoal, Pastels, Svulpture, Lino Printing, 

Textiles, Photography, Digital Art, Mosaics and More!

DEVON COAST
ART COURSES

Top tutors including Chris Forsey, 

Glyn Macey, Stephie Butler, Paul Weaver, 

Soraya French, Jake Winkle, 

Viktoria Prischedko, Jem Boden, 

Amanda Hyatt, Roger Dellar plus many more. 

Spectacular location 3 minutes 

from the coast.

01395 516284

info@eastdevonart.co.uk 

www.eastdevonart.co.uk

East Devon Art Academy, 

Old Fore Street, Sidmouth EX10 8LS

EastDevonArt.co.uk

•  Bespoke watercolour painting holidays for small 
groups in a picturesque Tuscan hill town.

•  Enjoy painting beautiful locations with established 
artist Elizabeth Cochrane as your guide sharing with 
you her 20 years of local knowledge.

• Emphasis on plein-air painting.
•  All abilities welcome. 
• Some art materials and equipment are provided.
•  Also available for daily painting lessons.

BESPOKE PAINTING HOLIDAYS IN TUSCANY

Tel: 0039 338 3875128 or email liz@elizabethcochrane.com 

Visit the website for testimonials www.elizabethcochrane.com

Iconic Painting Holidays 
Paint with watercolour artist Amanda Cooper. 

Stay in the beautiful Lygon Arms Hotel in 

Broadway, in the Cotswolds.

Three nights bed, 

breakfast and dinner 

with full use of hotel spa 

and pool. Three full days 

painting and tuition. 

19th to 22nd May, 2019

Email: iphhello556@gmail.com   Mobile: 07927 214676

Celebrating our 7th year

High profile, talented tutors for 2019 include:

Vic Bearcroft, Tony Allain, Jake Winkle, 

Glyn Macey, Stephie Butler, Charles Evans 

and many more…

Bookings now being taken for 2019 

Drop-in & Paint days every week

The Old School Studio
Whittlesford, near Cambridge 

Inspirational Workshops in a Unique Venue

Email: info@theoldschoolstudio.co.uk   www.theoldschoolstudio.co.uk

Call Val Pettifer 01223 833064

“Your First & Best Choice for a
Painting Holiday”

Somerset, Exmoor &

North Devon Coast, North Cornwall,
Wye Valley, Lake District, Jersey (CI),

Provence & The Western Algarve

with all inclusive holidays, in

all media/abilities

Organisers on location with group

 01934 733877

“Your First & Best Choice for a
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THE SKY’S 
THE LIMIT

ART MATERIALS

WHEN IT COMES TO ADVERTISING 

WITH THE ARTIST 

Call Anna-Marie to discover the opportunities available to you.

T: 01778 392048 
 E: annamarieb@warnersgroup.co.uk

ART COURSES & HOLIDAYS ART SHOP

PRINTING SERVICES

“To achieve the 
highest return from 
your work you need 

the best ine art 
giclée prints”

... Salt of the Earth Giclée Print Service ...

For more information call John on: 01747 852 221

or visit our website: 

www.salt-of-the-earth.biz

Award-winning ine art printer

pegasusart.co.uk

PEGASUS ART
Finest Art Materials

SHOP ONLINE
www.pegasusart.co.uk

Art materials - Workshops -  Canvas Making

Free shipping over £50

info@pegasusart.co.uk     01453 886560 

Quality Handmade Artists’ Brushes

Art Holidays in the Lakes
artpaintingholidays.co.uk

• Atmospheric Painting Locations

• Amazing Food

• Great Company

• Non Painting Partner Welcome

• Courses for all Abilities

0845 094 0587
bookings@artpaintingholidays.co.uk

Isobel Bartholomew   Jem Bowden   Tim Fisher

Steve Hall   John Hoar    Ian McManus   Herman Pekel

Andrew Pi�    John Tookey   Sarah Wimperis
Superb country house accommoda� on, fully inclusive

of B & B, delicious dinners and top class tui� on.

T: +44 (0) 7785 439727   E: hello@staya� hewhitehouse.co.uk

B I G  S K Y  A R T
Residential Tutored Art Breaks in beautiful North Norfolk

bigskyartcourses.com staya� hewhitehouse.co.uk

FRAMING

 

 - Plain wood or painted 

Call 01427 787318 or visit 
www.ashcratframing.co.uk/store 

- Large, standard and bespoke sizes 
- Inlay frame specialist 

Ashcraft Framing 

 - Complete or self-assembly  

Exclusive - St Ives/Nicholson style 
frames available on-line 

Artists Frames 
 - Save money on framing  

Demonstrations to 

Art Societies by a Professional

Artist of Caran d’Ache Artists’ Materials *

Demonstrations of the wide ranges of 

Caran d’Ache products including pencils, pastels, crayons, 

Graphite Line, Luminance 6901 permanent colour pencils and 

Museum Aquarelle water-soluble pencils showing 

the versatility and techniques of these quality 

Swiss-made products.

* Subject to local artist availability in area. 

We are currently seeking Artists/Demonstrators

For details call: 020 8381 7000 or write to:
Jakar International Ltd, 410 Centennial Ave.

Centennial Park, Elstree, WD6 3TJ
or email maria@jakar.co.uk

-Cheaper than high street framer

-DIY ready-made frames

-All types of frames and colours

-Any size bespoke frames

-Made to measure frames best prices

-Nationwide delivery within 1-3 days of ordering

Buy online or telephone: 01274 724411

www.kwikpictureframing.co.uk

Email: kwikpictureframing@gmail.com

COOMBE FARM STUDIOS

------------------------------

YEAR-ROUND
courses & holidays

TUTORS inc.
Paul Riley

Gerry Dudgeon 
Bettina Schroder 

Laurie Steen 

Fantastic food & atmosphere

www.coombefarmstudios.com
01803 722 352  
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only platform where you can’t edit your

posts. Then, when you post to all your

other feeds, you can go into Facebook

and Instagram, etc and change the tags

to fit with that platform’s formatting.

For example, an artist’s Twitter handle

may be @JulieBloggs, but on Facebook

it might be @JulieBloggsArtist, so I

need to edit the auto post I made in my

Facebook profile to the above so it

reflects the right one for Facebook (or

Instagram, etc). I like to tag my artists…

it is ‘social’ media, after all!

Apart from that, this is the easiest way

to post to all three platforms instantly

so you can get on with your day. That

said, don’t forget to drop in from time

to time to answer any comments from

your followers. As mentioned before,

ignoring comments is like ignoring

someone at an exhibition and a sure-

fire way of losing followers.

BeLive

This fabulous free tool will make your

Facebook live videos look professional,

helping to bring your audience's

comments direct to your screen whilst

you’re broadcasting and giving you the

ability to interact directly with any

viewer. It also helps you to post

agendas to your broadcasts, keeping

you on track when talking, and even

allows you to screen-share with

viewers. I used this whilst doing my

broadcasts for The Artist last year and

it’s great if you’re doing a live webinar

whilst painting or sculpting.

Ripl 

Ripl is free for some basic layouts and

fonts or only £7.99 per month for the

full version. It allows you to create great

videos of moving images and transitions

using customisable templates. Combine

your own photographs of your work

with text, hashtags and links to make

great, shareable, eye-catching videos. 

This might sound more complicated

than it actually is but once you’ve done

one, like me, you’ll be hooked! Just

check out @britishcontemporary.art on

Instagram, Facebook or Twitter and see

just how much I use it.

Pixaloop

Pixaloop and other similar apps allow

you to animate your still images and

export them as videos. Although not to

everyone’s tastes, it does create

arresting content for social media and

engages your audience by generating a

conversation piece – which is the name

of the game.

By the time this issue is published I

suspect I’ll have found a multitude of

other apps (Hemmingway and Canva

have just come on my radar) to engage

my followers and promote my artists. So

if you want to avoid giving away 50 per

cent of your income to a gallery or

someone to do your promotion for you,

check them out.

You’re creative people. Apps will help

you get noticed and (in the main)

they’re free, fun, helpful and engaging –

good luck!

Android apps:

www.topappslike.com/ripl/android/

Marketing tools:

https://blog.bufferapp.com/social-

media-monitoring-tools

ART  BUS IN E S S :  2ND  O F  7

One of the hardest things for an artist is to stand
out from the crowd. Mark David Hatwood
recommends some apps that will help your social
media posts get some attention

Use apps to create
great content

P
osting your latest work is great,

but what about between those

days/weeks that you’re working

on something new? Sure, you

can post the stages of each painting as a

sneak preview, but many artists don’t

like to show works in progress. So how

can you make exciting content for your

daily social media posts? This is where

apps come in. They can create engaging

posts and show even old content in a

new light.

In January 2018 I launched the online-

only gallery britishcontemporary.art.

Being a digital gallery that doesn’t hold

any stock, I had to use images in

different ways to create my daily posts,

so I took to using various apps… and

they work! In just eight months, BCA

achieved 4,000 followers from a

standing start, so I want to share my

experience of some of these with you so

you can do the same! 

Hootsuite/Zoho/Buffer… etc

There is nothing duller than having to

post the same content to each of your

social-media feeds. I use the three

biggies (Facebook, Instagram and

Twitter), so to reduce the workload of

posting to each individually, I use one of

these apps to do all three in one shot.

Sure, there will be a little tweaking to do

on each platform after posting (except

Twitter – see below) but all the main

content, links (back to where potential

clients can buy from you) and hashtags

(see previous articles) can be done on

these excellent and mostly free

platforms.

If you choose to use Twitter, I

recommend you hone your posts to

their default tags because Twitter is the
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